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Key Findings and Insights

Full Career Workers are served well by all plan types, including pension, defined contribution, guaranteed return, 
and hybrid plans. Individuals are very likely to accumulate adequate retirement income provided they spend their 
entire career covered by the same retirement plan. 

Measured against one another, one plan design might be preferable to another based on the absolute size of 
retirement income provided, the availability of guarantees, or the ability for members to have some control 
over their plan. But when measured against the benchmark of achieving 70% replacement of pre-retirement 
income, three out of four (78.2%) of public retirement plans are serving their Full Career members well. 

The largest segments of public sector workers are not being served well by their state retirement plans. This 
includes Short-Term Workers (the 55% who will leave before 10 years of service) and Medium-Term Workers (the 
22% who will serve between 10 and 20 years).

Only 11 out of all 335 state retirement plans offered to new members are serving Short-Term Workers 
well. This includes pension, defined contribution, guaranteed return, and hybrid plans. This is particularly 
worrisome because individuals working 10 years or fewer in the same plan make up around half of the public 
sector workforce at any given time. 

Pension plans are not serving Medium-Term Workers well, despite the fact that these individuals are putting in 
up to two decades of public service. Only 24 out of 220 state pension plans are providing sufficient benefits to 
put their members on a path to retirement income security by the time they reach two decades of service. That 
means 89% of pension plans are not working well for these workers.

Some of the best-performing plans in the RSR are defined contribution plans for Full Career Workers. A key feature 
of these plans is that they have relatively high contribution rates, such as South Carolina’s 14% of total payroll 
contributions for state, local, and public school workers.

A few pension plans do work for Short-Term Workers (10 years or less), and generally this is when there is a high 
member contribution rate. Individuals can get these contributions out of the plan, usually with interest, when they 
leave their job.

Retirement plans like “guaranteed return” and “hybrid” that combine elements of guarantees and individual 
accounts perform worse on average than straightforward pensions and defined contribution plans. These plan 
designs can provide helpful trade-offs to members who want to balance risk and mobility. But one of the trade-offs 
is lower benefit accumulation. Exceptions include Texas’s guaranteed return plan for counties, and Oregon’s hybrid 
plan for public safety.

Two retirement plans serve all members well, regardless of Short-Term, Medium-Term, or Full Career: 
South Carolina Retirement System’s “Optional Retirement Plan” (a defined contribution plan) and 
Tennessee Retirement System’s “Hybrid Plan.”
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Executive Summary

The “Retirement Security Report” (RSR) is a comprehensive assessment of the quality of benefits being 
offered to public sector workers nationwide. Users can review individual Retirement Benefit Scores 
for 335 state retirement plans currently available to new workers being added to the public sector 
workforce by visiting RetirementSecurity.Report and searching for plans of interest. 

Nationally, the largest segments of public sector workers are not being served well by their state 
retirement plans when it comes to being ensured they have a path to retirement income security. Short-
Term Workers (STWs) are expected to be 55% of future public sector hires but are only served well by 
11 out of all 335 state retirement plans. Medium-Term Workers (MTWs) are served better by their state 
retirement plans (scoring 54.9% of available Retirement Benefit Scores) but are only marginally better 
than the average score for Short-Term Workers (STWs; 39.9% of available Retirement Benefit Scores). 

Many defined contribution (DC) plans and hybrid plans could work for those serving a decade or less 
(STWs). However, most currently lack adequate contribution rates from members and employers. As a 
result, there is a shortcoming in the quality of benefits that these plans actually provide. Most pension 
plans are not great for STWs either. This isn’t particularly surprising, though, because pensions are 
designed to have backloaded accumulation of benefits.

Pension plans do stand out as performing poorly for MTWs, with just 24 out of 220 such state retirement 
plans serving these members well. For individuals enrolled in a pension plan and hired at age 25, after 
up to two decades of service their plans are only scoring 13.2 out of 30 available points (43.9%); for 
those hired at 40-years-old who work one to two decades the average points pension plans score is only 
17.4 out of 30 available points (58%). This suggests there is a lot of room to improve pension plans for 
individuals putting in 10 to 20 years of service. 

Fortunately, there is one group served well by all retirement plan types on average: Full Career Workers. 
Whether enrolled in a pension plan, DC plan, or other alternative, the vast majority of state retirement 
plans (262 out of 335) are serving members well if the individual works in the same place until they 
reach normal retirement age. 

State retirement systems only expect 23.2% of future members to work a full career, so there is work 
to be done in improving overall benefit designs for the majority of public sector workers to ensure that 
all teachers, public safety officers, state agency employees, and municipal workers can be on a path to 
secure retirement income.  

http://RetirementSecurity.Report
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Introduction 

Retirement security is ultimately about retirement income. Families and individuals want to know that during their retirement 
years they will have enough weekly, monthly, or annual income to live comfortably and meet their basic needs. Of course, 
many people aspire to more than just the basics. Ask even a handful of individuals about how they want to live in retirement, 
and you’ll hear a wide range of preferences. Expenses can vary from family-to-family, too, depending on housing, health care 
costs, and dependents. So exactly how much income is necessary will vary according to a particular person or family. But at 
the simplest level, the focus is still on income. And retirement security is ensuring that individuals have access to adequate 
income during post-working years. 

How secure are the retirement prospects for public sector workers? This is the focus of this report and the answer depends 
on where in the country someone is working and how long they plan to stay in their job. 

The “Retirement Security Report” (RSR) is a comprehensive assessment of the quality of benefits being offered to public 
sector workers nationwide. Many reports related to topics like “public pensions” are focused on the financial sustainability of 
public sector retirement systems and their costs.1  By contrast, the RSR is principally focused on the value of benefits being 
offered to public sector workers, and it looks at whether those benefits are actually offering a path to retirement security for 
municipal employees, public safety officers, state workers, and teachers. 

HOW WE MEASURE RETIREMENT SECURITY
The objective of the RSR is to assess public sector retirement systems by measuring the quality of benefits offered against a 
standard benchmark path to retirement income security. We use a scorecard approach to grade each retirement system on 
its own terms. The benefit provisions of each retirement plan are measured against a common set of standards, benchmarks, 
and best practices. 

For example, we define adequate retirement income as reaching at least a 70% replacement of pre-retirement salary by 
age 67. The retirement income produced by a given retirement plan is calculated for each year of a participant’s career and 
measured against this adequacy threshold. 

This approach is simple for pension plans, because their benefit formulas are based on income. For defined contribution (DC) 
plans and guaranteed return (GR) plans, we take the accumulated account balance at retirement and convert it into income 
(e.g., as if a third-party insurance company annuitized the lump sum). In this way, for all types of retirement plans, we are 
measuring guaranteed income in retirement against a benchmark threshold for retirement income adequacy.

1   This common focus is with good reason. Equable Institute’s “State of Pensions 2020” report found that as of the end of 2019, state retirement systems had reported a $1.34 trillion funding shortfall.

VISIT RETIREMENTSECURITY.REPORT 
to explore a digital tool that provides individual Retirement Benefit Scores

for each state retirement plan. 

Assessing each plan on its own terms, measured against a common standard for 
adequate retirement income and best practices, is the best way to understand if a 

retirement plan offers a path to retirement income security.

http://$1.34 trillion funding shortfall
http://RetirementSecurity.Report
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The RSR uses a multifaceted approach to measuring retirement security. 
While the adequacy of retirement income is at the heart of our scorecard 
for each retirement plan, we also factor in eligibility for those benefits, 
inflation adjustment of retirement income, rules related to refunding member 
contributions, and interest credits provided for member contributions that are 
being withdrawn. 

The utilization of these elements varies slightly depending on how long an 
individual has worked in the public sector. For example, an individual leaving 
participation in a pension plan with less than 10 years of service will care 
about the vesting rules and interest credit on their member contributions, 
as they are likely to withdraw their contributions and roll them over to 
another employer-sponsored retirement account. But interest credit rules on 
contributions and vesting requirements aren’t as important to public servants 
who serve a full career covered by the same pension plan, as they’ll be 
drawing the regular income and will have long since vested. 

This data-driven approach to assessing benefits produces a profile for each retirement plan that can help public workers 
understand the quality of their own benefits and whether their plan puts them on a path toward a secure retirement. In 
addition, these profiles can help inform discussion among policymakers, labor and industry leaders, and plan members about 
the future of their retirement benefits. 

For complete details and methodology see Part 1 and Appendix A. 

HOW THE RETIREMENT SECURITY REPORT SHOULD BE USED
The RSR is intended to provide users with information about the adequacy of a given retirement plan, and whether it is 
serving participating individuals toward the goal of ensuring they will have secure retirement income. Retirement plans are 
measured against a common set of standards, benchmarks, and best practices — they are not measured against one another. 
One plan might provide greater retirement income than another (either on an absolute-dollar basis or replacement-rate 
basis), but both could still provide an adequate retirement income or fail to do so just the same. Here are some intended uses 
of the RSR:

• Public workers can use the RSR to determine the adequacy of their benefits depending on how long they think they will 
work in the public sector. 

• Policymakers can use the RSR to consider what elements of the benefit design might be improved to raise the 
overall Retirement Benefits Score, which would be increasing the security of the retirement income for participating 
individuals.

• Anyone can use the RSR to analyze whether members within a given retirement system are being served well. Unless a 
state or retirement system has explicitly said otherwise, we assume the goal of any given retirement plan is to ensure 
all members are on a path to a secure retirement income. The scoring system is designed to compare the benefits for 
worker cohorts based on their years of service. 

There is limited value in comparing specific retirement plans against one another. The RSR can be used to see how the same 
type of public worker is being served by their retirement plans in different states; or it can be used to compare the quality of 
retirement plans for different types of public workers in the same state. But, given the variance in the way that public workers 
are compensated around the country, there may be underlying reasons for why one plan is better than another that are fully 
accounted for by differences in salary, health benefits, or other forms of compensation. Therefore, users should be careful 
about drawing conclusions when comparing across plans or trying to rank plans.

The objective of the RSR is to 
assess public sector retirement 
systems by measuring quality 
of the benefits offered against 
a standard benchmark path to 

retirement income security.

http://scorecard for each retirement plan
http://scorecard for each retirement plan
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There are several things the scoring methodology of the RSR is not attempting to do: 

• We are not endorsing nor criticizing any given kind of retirement plan design concept. As the grading mechanism here 
makes clear, there is no one-size-fits-all retirement plan for all kinds of public employees, at all ages, at all stages of 
their career. There are good and bad ways to build pension plans, DC plans, GR plans, and hybrid plans. Our scoring 
methodology has been carefully vetted to treat all retirement plan types neutrally. 

• We are not grading plans based on the cost of benefits. States and cities certainly want to ensure that the benefits they 
are providing are affordable, and retirement plan participants want affordable contribution rates to their own benefits. 
This is an important consideration when building a retirement plan, but not directly a function of retirement income 
security. To the degree that retirement benefits become so unaffordable that a state or city stops properly funding 
them, there is some risk. This is why we have included a high-level Plan Sustainability Score that can be used as a 
complement to the Retirement Benefits Score. 

• We are not aiming to provide a complete set of best practices for each retirement plan type. There are clear takeaways 
from our analysis that point toward best practices — such as pension plans benefiting from built-in cost-of-living 
adjustments (COLAs), and DC plans needing a minimum level of contribution rates. But a complete articulation of best 
practices on every aspect of building a quality retirement plan design is outside the scope of this project. We welcome 
others to use the RSR data toward such a goal and may expand the scope of the RSR in this direction at a later time.

WHAT WE HAVE DISCOVERED
1. Full Career Workers (FCWs): The vast majority of public sector retirement 
systems (262 out of 335) should provide retirement income security to their 
members — so long as those individuals work a full career covered by the 
same retirement plan2.  A particularly important aspect of this finding is that 
it holds true for FCWs whether the retirement plan is a pension plan, DC plan, 
GR plan, or hybrid design. 

One persistent debate in many states is over whether pensions are the 
only way to provide adequate retirement income to public employees. Often 
these debates pit different plan designs against one another, such as a 
conclusion that pension plans are a better way to provide guaranteed income 
in retirement (highly valuable) whereas DC plans are a better way to provide 
portable benefits with individual agency. But the results of the RSR suggest 
that when these retirement plan designs are measured against a common 
benchmark for adequate retirement income, they are all serving FCWs well. 

The implication is that debates over retirement plan designs should not pit designs against one another suggesting that only 
one or the other can provide retirement security. Any of the four major types of retirement plans can be designed in a way 
that can ensure adequate retirement income for FCWs. Instead, plan design debates should primarily be about the size of 
retirement benefits being offered, whether one plan design type offers larger income than another, whether the trade-offs 
associated with certain plan designs are appropriate for a particular state workforce, and what the costs of the benefits are 
to employers. 

However, very few people actually work three to four decades in the same job in the same state. Public pension plan turnover 
expectations assume less than a third of new hires will work more than 25 years of service and only 23.9% are expected to 
make it to their own plan’s definition of a normal retirement after a full career (see Appendix D)3.  It is important, then, to look 
at cohorts of public sector workers. Retirement plans should not only be for those who spend their whole career in the same 
place.   

2   By “full career” we mean an individual will work within the same retirement plan from age 25 until they reach the “normal retirement age” determined by their plan — typically between ages 60 and 67.
3   This is the national average of cumulative turnover expectations for the top 286 state-administrated public pension plans for a 25-year-old new entrant. The average expected percentage retained at 25 years 
of service is 29.4%, and the median is 25.5%. The highest expected percentage remaining at 25 years of service is 82.8% and the lowest is 0.6%. Source: Equable Institute Benefits Database, data collected from 
public plan valuation reports and experience studies.

Any of the four major types 
of retirement plans can be 

designed to ensure adequate 
retirement income for FCWs.
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2. Short-Term Workers (10 years of service or less): There are very few retirement plans working for STWs, with just 13 out 
of 335 serving well those who spend 10 years or less covered by the same retirement system. This breaks down to 1 of 220 
pension plans, 8 of 49 DC plans, 2 of 48 hybrid plans, and two of the 18 GR plans in our data set.

This finding is particularly stark. A frequent critique of pension plans is that their design focus on long-term retention means 
they are not great for STWs, and our findings confirm this as 88.6% of pension plans are not serving these members well, and 
24 of 220 serve moderately well. But another frequent idea is that retirement plan designs favoring “portability” of benefits 
are a good alternative to pensions. Our findings suggest that most of these public sector DC plans, GR plans, and hybrid plans 
are not performing very well in practice. They perform better than pensions for STWs, but most lack adequate contribution 
rates to ensure members are accumulating adequate retirement income early on in their careers (even if those plans 
eventually accumulate adequate benefits). 

The implication is that while some plans offer more portable benefits than pensions and offer members some agency over 
their retirement planning, they don’t all necessarily put members on a path to adequate retirement income automatically. 
Designing a plan that provides a path to secure retirement income needs more than just the underlying structure — i.e., 
individual accounts versus final average salary–based formulas — it requires thoughtful consideration of contribution rates 
and levels of guarantees (such as the gain sharing provisions in a GR plan).  

3. Medium-Term Workers (10 to 20 years of service): When looking at individuals who will work 10 to 20 years covered by 
the same retirement plan, we find that only 51 out of 335 are serving them well. Retirement plans as a whole earn just 55.3% 
of available points for MTWs on average, only marginally improved from the 40.2% of available points retirement plans score 
for STWs on average. So, even those who put in up to two decades of service are not being served that much better by their 
retirement plan than those who work just a few years. 

It may be surprising that these MTWs are frequently not accumulating benefits at a rate that will translate into adequate 
retirement income. Some may take the position that retirement benefits shouldn’t be designed for transient workers who may 
not put more than a few years into a public service profession, and that, ultimately, retirement plans ought to serve those who 
work for at least a decade or more. However, the RSR indicates that even MTWs on average are not being served well by their 
retirement plans, suggesting room for improvement. 

The reason for pension plans’ shortcomings is the value of benefits is low for the first 15 to 20 years, spiking only once 
someone gets to between 15 and 25 years of service (depending on the specific benefit provisions). For DC plans this is 
because the money flowing into the individual accounts from employers and members is often not sufficient to build adequate 
retirement savings. The retirement plans that do serve MTWs well are those that ensure adequate contribution rates and 
enable individuals to withdraw more than just member contributions if they leave before retirement. 

The implications of this are particularly important for pension plans: The stakeholders in retirement systems, including labor 
leaders, should not simply assume that pension plans are serving veteran employees well. 
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Adequate Retirement Income
For the purposes of this report, we have defined adequacy as a 70% replacement of final average salary. See 
methodology for further details about how we define salary and incorporate Social Security. 

Short-Term Worker (STW)
An individual who works for a public sector employer(s) participating in the same retirement plan for 10 years of service 
or less. 

Medium-Term Worker (MTW)
An individual who works for a public sector employer(s) participating in the same retirement plan for 10 to 20 years of 
service. 

Full Career Worker (FCW)
An individual who works their entire career for a public sector employer(s) participating in the same retirement plan. 

Pension Plan
A retirement plan design based on a formula that accounts for years of service and final average salary. The typical 
pension benefit formula is years of service (ex. 20 years) x benefit accrual percentage (ex. 2% multiplier) x final average 
salary (ex. $75,000). The example scenario would yield a 40% of final average salary benefit, or a $30,000 annual 
pension.

Defined Contribution (DC) Plan
A retirement plan design based on contributions from members and employers into an individual account, which is 
then usually invested through professionally designed and managed funds. DC plans are usually defined as 401k’s or 
403b’s, typically default members into target date funds, and sometimes allow individuals to automatically convert their 
accumulated account balance to guaranteed income through annuities.

Guaranteed Return (GR) Plan
A retirement plan design that offers guaranteed investment returns on contributions from members and employers to 
an individual account managed by the retirement system. GR plans are often formally called “cash balance” plans. The 
typical GR plan accumulates contributions, minimum investment returns (ex. 4% guaranteed returns), and a share of 
returns when the plan’s investments yield a return above the minimum threshold. Upon retirement, GR plans usually 
convert the accumulated account balance into guaranteed income, similar to annuities.  

Hybrid Plan
A retirement plan design that mixes some combination of pension plan, DC plan, and GR plan. A typical hybrid plan 
provides a small pension plan (ex. using a 1% multiplier) and a small DC plan (ex. 3% employer contributions and 3% 
member contributions). Upon retirement, the income created by both elements of these retirement plans are combined 
for a single source of retirement income.

Retirement System
This is an umbrella organization authorized by a state or municipality to administer retirement benefits. A single 
retirement system could provide different retirement plan designs (e.g., pension, DC, GR, and hybrid plans). It might offer 
different retirement plans to different public sector workers depending on hire date and occupation. 

Retirement Plan
This is a specific set of benefit provisions for a clearly defined group of public sector workers. The benefit provisions 
and rules determine whether the retirement plan is a pension, DC, GR, or hybrid plan. The plan may be offered to a 
narrowly tailored set of occupations, such as being only for public school teachers and public school workers, or only for 
police and not for firefighters. The plan may be offered only to individuals hired on or after a particular date, with other 
retirement plans offered to those hired in other time frames. 
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Part 1: Defining an Adequate Retirement Income 

There is no shortage of debate and discussion in the retirement policy literature over how to define adequate retirement 
income. The simplest way to think about adequate retirement income is to identify how much money an individual or family 
would need in retirement to maintain their pre-retirement lifestyle and consumption patterns when they decide to stop 
working. But getting from that simple frame to a specific dollar amount is where the complexity kicks in. Retirement planning 
specifics will differ depending on gender and career income patterns. The appropriate age of retirement will differ based 
on industry and profession. Health care costs are varied by individual and geography. And all of these factors are before 
considering that some may want to change their lifestyles in retirement and will need to plan to have adequate resources to 
meet those goals.

The art and science of individual financial planning requires digging in to these complexities and having more than just a 
simple rule of thumb that every person should follow. However, when assessing retirement plans at a general level for all 
participants in the plan, straightforward and generalized targets are necessary. Therefore, we define adequate retirement 
income as reaching a 70% replacement of pre-retirement salary by age 67. 

1.1 KEY TARGETS USED FOR THE RSR DEFINITION OF ADEQUATE RETIREMENT INCOME
Here are some ways we have defined adequate retirement income for the purposes of measuring the quality of a retirement 
plan:

Replacement Rate Target: 
• Our project defines adequate retirement income as 70% replacement of working years income. While reasonable 

arguments can be made to define an appropriate target for replacement of pre-retirement income at a lower level 
(such as 60%) or a higher level (such as 80% or even 100%), the target we have selected is consistent with many 
financial experts, the Social Security Administration, and the existing academic and practitioner literature4.  

• One reason that financial experts differ on how exactly to define adequate retirement income is what the underlying 
assumptions are about whether income will be inflation adjusted, and whether the money needs to cover growing 
health care costs. Given the range of perspectives on how to think about retirement income adequacy, we have modeled 
each retirement plan measured against both a 60% and 80% replacement-rate goal. These figures are shown in the 
interactive digital version of this report, and users can choose which target they thing is more reasonable when looking 
at the value of a retirement plan. 

Retirement Age Target: 
• Our project focuses on using a simple replacement rate of final average income at age 67 as the target for retirement 

adequacy. This age is the current age for normal, unreduced retirement as set by the Social Security Administration for 
most active workers (e.g., currently, anyone born in 1960 or later).5

Pre-Retirement Income Definition: 
• Our methodology allows every state to define pre-retirement income using their own standards.6  Every pension 

plan (whether on its own or part of a hybrid plan) has rules for either “final average salary” or “highest average 
compensation” that are most commonly measured in three- or five-year periods.7  For the purposes of determining 
replacement-rate values for DC plans and GR plans, we use either the pre-retirement income definition rule from an 
associated pension plan (like an optional other plan managed by the same retirement system), or, if no rules exist, we 
use the member’s estimated salary at age 67.

4   See Appendix A for a brief literature review on the debate over using an appropriate rate of replacement of pre-retirement income.
5   Age 67 is later than the specified “normal” retirement age for many public retirement systems. However, this target age provides a consistent adequacy target for all plans to ensure an objective assessment, 
regardless of plan design or other confounding factors. It allows us to appropriately blend in SSI where relevant. Our methodology for FCWs assumes they work until their specified normal retirement age even 
if it is less than 67 and utilizes the income replacement earned at that point. Someone who works until age 65, for example, will have two years before they can start collecting SSI and they will need to have 
personal savings or some plan to cover the difference until their full replacement income is available.
6   While we avoid many of the complexities that come with pre-retirement income, we are attentive to the maximum pensionable salaries as identified in plans’ respective actuarial valuation reports or maxi-
mum replacement rates; or, in cases where neither are applied, we designate the maximum final salary at $230,000 as that matches the designation from the IRS.
7   Since our methodology assumes a steady income accrual for public workers, the highest years of compensation are the final years of compensation, meaning there is no meaningful difference between the 
use of a final average or highest average salary. What is important is the number of years in the average. And since we are only using salary accrual projections, we do not account for states that allow some 
individuals to “spike” their pensions by cashing out unused sick leave or vacation days and adding that to the final year of income in the average.
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1.2 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADEQUATE RETIREMENT INCOME 
Beyond what targets we are using for the RSR definition of adequacy, there are two other elements with implications for this 
measurement that are important to keep in mind, too.

Social Security Income: 
• The 70% replacement-rate target is inclusive of Social Security Income (SSI). This means that if the income provided 

by Social Security (which is based on career average salary) translates to a 30% replacement of final average salary 
(however a given state defines this), then the retirement plan itself need only provide a 40% replacement rate.8  

• Most plans in our data set (60.3%) have members who are also enrolled in Social Security. However, 133 plans in 
25 states and Washington DC either do not participate in Social Security or have mixed participation because local 
employers (such as cities or school districts) chose in the past to not opt-in to Social Security when given the chance. 
These plans with non-participating members must provide benefits that will reach the full 70% replacement rate by 
age 67.  

• As a practical matter, we assume an individual will be on the same career income path, whether or not they work their 
full career in the same public service field. To do this, we have applied the accumulation of SSI evenly throughout a 
worker’s career. The effect of this is that we have ensured that whether we are measuring STWs or FCWs, for the same 
retirement plan, we assume the same amount of SSI is earned each year. 

Supplemental Income:
• The typical retirement planner will say that individuals shouldn’t count on their employer-sponsored retirement plan 

for all of their future retirement income. However, participation in supplemental retirement savings programs is highly 
variant and inconsistent in real life. Our project does not want to make an assumption about supplemental income 
savings rates as they would be highly speculative. 

• We view supplemental savings as the mechanism that would allow an individual to accumulate retirement income 
above the 70% minimum adequate replacement-rate target. Individuals and families who want their retirement income 
to more closely match pre-retirement income to have a specific lifestyle can plan out what it would take to get to that 
point and use supplemental savings programs to accomplish building future supplemental income. This may be highly 
preferable to some families, but it is not necessary for our definition of retirement security. 

• The RSR also does not factor in other forms of deferred compensation or retiree health benefits. These do matter, 
particularly with growing costs of health care. However, because we are focused on “normal” retirement following 
Social Security guidance on retirement age, individuals and families would have access to federal health insurance 
programs to cover their principal health costs. Retiree health care plans are typically designed to provide coverage 
between early retirement (or normal retirement at an early age) and Medicare eligibility at ages 65 or 67. They also 
often provide higher quality coverage than Medicare, which can be a perk used to attract talent. But again, since the 
current focus of this project is on adequate retirement income, these specialized programs are beyond the scope of the 

RSR. 

8   For the sake of the RSR, we assume SSI to provide retirement income equal to a 33% replacement rate. This is attributed to Social Security’s own estimates that SSI should account for approximately 40% of 
lifetime career earnings; however, this definition differs from the more typical final salary or final average salary used by public retirement systems. As a result, we reduce the 40% estimate to 33% for the sake 
of our models.
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1.3 ADEQUACY THRESHOLD
We translate all of these terms into a common adequacy benchmark that every retirement plan is measured against. We set a 
retirement wealth target at age 67 that is sufficient to be turned into 70% of pre-retirement income, inclusive of SSI (if relevant). 
We effectively draw a straight accrual line of steady replacement income from ages 25 to 67. This line, illustrated in Figure 1, 
is an adequacy threshold that shows an amount that individuals should be targeting for annual accumulation of retirement 
wealth.

The strength of this approach is that we are using a benchmark for adequacy that is flexible enough to account for variance in 
salary trends with each plan, and the benchmark doesn’t require a subjective defense on what percentage of salary should be 
accrued each year of an individual’s career (see Appendix A for a review of the debate). 

The weakness in this approach is that it asks an individual to be accumulating an equal amount of replacement-rate income 
every year even though their salary will be lower earlier in their career than later. This isn’t a problem for a definition of pre-
retirement income that is based on a career average, but it is if the pre-retirement income goal is based on the final three- 
to-five years of working year salary. Retirement plans for STWs with such definitions will struggle to reach the straight-line 
adequacy benchmark.

To account for this critique that we are not being realistic in this adequacy threshold, we’ve set the following measurement 
definitions:

• Retirement plans that earn 75% or more of available points are defined as “serving members well” — this gives 
retirement plans plenty of room to be close to the adequacy benchmark for STWs without having to be right on top of it 
and still be categorized positively.

• Retirement plans that earn between 50% and 75% of available points are defined as “serving members moderately well.”

• Retirement plans that earn less than 50% of available points are defined as “not serving members well.”
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FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE RETIREMENT INCOME ADEQUACY THRESHOLD
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Part 2: How We Score Each Retirement Plan

Measuring adequate retirement income is not the only component for considering whether a plan is offering a path to a 
secure retirement. For example, reaching a desired replacement rate at retirement is only as strong as the purchasing 
power of that income during the years of retirement — inflation adjustment of benefits is important for enhancing security. 
To comprehensively analyze the retirement security of a given retirement plan, we have created a robust approach that takes 
into account when individuals become eligible for benefits, the adequacy of benefits, how flexible the design of those benefits 
are, and how sustainable the benefits appear to be.

The RSR contains three sections for each retirement plan: Plan Overview & Information, Retirement Benefits Score, Plan 
Sustainability Score:

• The Plan Overview & Information section is designed to provide topline information about the plan and data points 
of interest, such as: the occupations covered by the plan, whether members had a choice of other retirement plans, 
whether supplemental retirement savings options are offered by the plan, employee contribution rates, availability of 
annuities, and reported investment management fees. This information is not included in the scoring and none of the 
measures in this section affect the assessment of any plan in the RSR.

• The Retirement Benefits Score is the main component of the scorecard profile for each retirement plan. This is broken 
down into scores for “Eligibility,” “Adequacy,” and “Flexibility and Mobility” (see Section 2.3 for details).

• The Plan Sustainability Score is a snapshot of elements that contribute to the sustainability of benefits over time. 
This is not intended to be a comprehensive assessment of the financials of a pension plan, hybrid plan, or GR plan. 
Instead, this score offers an examination of the funded status of a retirement system but does so by asking the sorts of 
questions that public workers are inclined to ask about their plan, such as whether the full required contributions are 
being paid or whether the plan’s investments are earning as much as the plan assumes they will. (Since DC plans have 
no risk of underfunding, they do not have Plan Sustainability Scores.)

2.1 HOW RETIREMENT SECURITY FACTORS CHANGE OVER CAREER TERMS
Different types of workers should place different values on the three elements of the Retirement Benefits Score — “Eligibility,” 
“Adequacy,” and “Flexibility and Mobility.”9  Individuals deep into their career will already be eligible for their benefits and 
should not care as much about vesting rules as they might the adequacy of the benefit and any COLAs that improve the 
quality of the benefit over time. Conversely, individuals just starting their careers should put a premium on the eligibility and 
flexibility rules, not yet knowing what their long-term career prospects are in public service. To account for this variance 
in what aspects of a retirement plan’s design are important depending on career stage, we have designed the RSR to have 
adaptive measurements for three kinds of public workers: 

Short-Term Worker: 
• An individual who works for a public sector employer(s) participating in the same retirement plan for 10 years of 

service or less.

• These individuals might be early on in their career (e.g., starting at age 25 and building some experience before moving 
on to other work or changing career paths as life experience alters their priorities). Or they might be making a mid-
career change (e.g., starting at age 40, shifting into a public service job from the private sector).

• Individuals in this stage of their career should be focused on eligibility rules, the adequacy of benefits, and how flexible 
the benefits are to be portable to another employer-sponsored plan should they change jobs, careers, or move across 
state lines. They will care less about the COLA rules on the benefits that they won’t be able to draw for decades down 
the road.

9   We use the term “should” related to variance in how public employees value aspects of their benefits based on a rational assessment of plan provisions. In practice, we recognize that the actual preferences 
of public workers may not always align with an academic framework on their decision making, whether because of personal choices or a lack of full understanding of how their retirement benefits work.
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Medium-Term Worker:
• An individual who works for a public sector employer(s) participating in the same retirement plan between 10 and 20 

years of service. 

• These individuals have put in up to half of their career in public service but might move to another state (shifting to 
another retirement system even if they stay in the profession), leave public service because of a change in family 
situation, or desire a mid-career change (either out of public service, for those hired at age 25, or into public service, for 
those hired at age 40). 

• These individuals should have already qualified to receive benefits and may or may not want to leave their money in 
the retirement plan upon leaving for another job or moving across state lines. They should care about the adequacy of 
benefits and whether those benefits will be inflation adjusted, and they should also be interested in how flexibility rules 
might shape whether they should roll their retirement savings to another employer-sponsored plan. 

Full Career Worker:
• An individual who works their entire career for a public sector employer(s) participating in the same retirement plan. 

• In a purely technical sense, this includes individuals who work more than 20 years of service. We measure the value 
of retirement plans at age 67, even though a specific plan’s “normal retirement” age might be defined earlier (often 
between 60 and 65). This approach encompasses anyone who works until they qualify for an unreduced, “normal” 
benefit and it aligns with eligibility for Social Security (see Appendix C for more details).

• These individuals should care primarily about the adequacy of benefits and inflation adjustment of their retirement 
income. Rules related to eligibility and flexibility are unlikely to determine in any degree whether their retirement plan 
is serving them well. 

The boxes drawn around these three types of workers — STWs, MTWs, and FCWs — are based on the typical turnover pattern 
assumed by public pension plans. (See Appendix D for details on the analysis that supports these definitions.)  

2.2 STARTING AGE CONSIDERATIONS
The different retirement considerations of STWs, MTWs, and FCWs mean an effective assessment will include measurement 
of “retirement security” in a way that emphasizes these different needs at each respective stage of a public worker’s career. 
At the same time, there is variance in how retirement security scores can be understood depending on how old an individual 
is when they are enrolled in a retirement plan. 

Thinking about the life cycle of an individual as the basis for measuring the quality of a retirement plan has obvious merit, 
but grading retirement plans for mid-career entrants matters, too. Just as an individual who works from age 25 to 35 will 
want to have their retirement plan contribute toward their overall career accumulation of retirement savings that can lead 
to retirement income, so too, does a 40-year-old entrant want their retirement plan to add on to any retirement savings that 
they’ve already accumulated in life. 

It would be unreasonable to assume that an employer-sponsored retirement plan should provide all of the retirement income 
for a 40-year-old entrant who should already have a decade or more of retirement savings. Therefore, our modeling approach 
not only provides separate scores based on “entry age” (i.e., age at hire) for 25-year-old hires and 40-year-old hires, but it 
also assumes that the latter entrant brings with them the full value of retirement savings that our adequacy threshold model 
says they should have up to that point. 

2.3 ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN RSR RETIREMENT BENEFIT SCORES
As previously noted, Retirement Benefits Scores are broken down into scores for “Eligibility,” “Adequacy,” and “Flexibility and 
Mobility.” The application of these varies depending on if we are measuring a STW, MTW, or FCW. But they are consistently 
used for both 25-year-old and 40-year-old measurements on entry age (see Appendix B for complete scoring methodology).
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Eligibility:
• The single measure for eligibility is how long it takes a worker to be fully vested in their retirement plan. These are 

applicable to all plan types, but are only included in the scores and assessments for STWs. 

• Retirement plan members want to know when they will be vested into their benefits. There is no formal set of vesting 
rule guidelines for state retirement systems but there is for private sector plans. We use the federal standards for 
private sector retirement plans (known as ERISA), which specify that employees should be 100% vested after five years 
of service (though private plans could use a shorter period).

Adequacy: 
• We assess the adequacy of benefits by comparing how they stack up against the accumulation pattern to reach a 70% 

pre-retirement income replacement rate by age 67. 

• For STWs and MCWs, we score retirement plans based on how closely they are tracking a path to adequate retirement 
benefits. First, we draw a line showing a steady, even path to a 70% replacement-rate target. Second, we project the 
value of the state retirement plan. Finally, we compare the two lines and score the plan based on how close they are to 
the adequacy target line.

• For FCWs, we use the value of their retirement plan at age 67. We compare the replacement rate earned at that age to 
the adequacy target reduced to reflect any eligible SSI at that point.10  

• We also grade whether a plan offers COLAs. Scores for COLA policies are only used to grade MTWs and FCWs.

Flexibility & Mobility:
• In most retirement systems if a plan member chooses to withdraw before reaching normal retirement, they are entitled 

to a refund of their own contributions. Often those contributions are supplemented with some amount of interest at 
a rate most frequently designated by the plan’s retirement board. In a few cases, the refund will may also include a 
portion of the contributions made by the employer toward the employee’s retirement benefit. Further, in some cases, 
the level of refund can vary according to the vesting status of the member when they leave the system. Finally, some 
designs provide individuals all of the employer contributions and investment returns on those contributions even if they 
leave the plan after vesting.

• The measurements for this category vary depending on the retirement plan type. For pension and hybrid plans, we 
grade the refunding policy on member contributions, plus the interest crediting rate. The more generous the refunding 
and crediting rate provisions, the more portable the employer-funded share of the benefit is for an individual.

• For DC plans, we grade the mobility of employer-funded contributions based on a more fine-grained measurement of 
vesting rules related to how much of those contributions a member can take with them in the event they leave their 
retirement plan. 

• For GR plans, we grade the mobility of employer contributions in part on the size of the investment return 
guarantee offered. 

2.4 ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN RSR PLAN SUSTAINABILITY SCORES
A retirement plan is only as good as the money in the fund available to pay benefits. This is why it is important for an 
assessment of retirement security to have some consideration of the sustainability of the benefits. To achieve this goal, we 
approach plan sustainability from the perspective of plan members and pose questions related to the overall stability of the 
plan and consistency of funding to support future benefits.11 

10   Several of the pension plans measured in the RSR allow individuals to start collecting unreduced retirement checks earlier than age 67. For the purposes of the RSR, we measure the value of their benefits 
as if the individuals waited until age 67, which effectively raises the value of those retirement plans since they accumulate additional years of service beyond their plan’s “normal” retirement age.
11   DC plans, by inherent nature of their benefit design, are fully sustainable. There are no funding or investment risks related to the employer. There are risks to the individual participant that might influence 
the value of their benefits and whether they can get to adequacy; but these are not questions about the sustainability of the retirement plan.
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The following are four areas directly related to the sustainability of a pension plan, GR plan, and/or hybrid plan (see Appendix 
B for complete scoring methodology):

• Is the plan on a path to full funding? While there are very few public retirement systems that are in any near-term 
danger of becoming insolvent within the next 10 to 15 years, it is still important for plan members to have a clear 
understanding of the stability behind the retirement benefits they are being guaranteed. We measure the number of 
years a retirement plan has in its “amortization schedule” until it is projected to reach a 100% funded ratio (using the 
retirement plan’s own funding policy).

• Are government employers paying their bills? A natural question that all plan members should want to know is 
whether their employer is paying the full dollar amount of required contributions determined by retirement plan 
actuaries each year. We measure the share of “actuarially determined employer contributions” that actually get paid 
each year.

• Are the plan’s investments earning what they should? All plan members should want to know whether their 
retirement plan is earning the necessary investment revenue needed to be sustainable over the long term. Plans 
whose investments provide sufficient earnings to meet their designated funding assumptions will be more likely to 
achieve full funding and long-term stability. Meanwhile, plans whose investments cannot consistently achieve their 
assumed returns are more likely to accumulate unfunded liabilities, struggle to pay down pension debt, and are 
generally less stable.

• Does the retirement system board have special tools to manage through tough times? Risk-sharing tools are ways 
that retirement system trustees and legislatures are able to distribute the gains or costs that might arise related to 
investment experience, contribution policies, or changes to benefits. It is particularly important for retirement systems 
to have these kinds of tools available to help balance the sustainability of a fund in the case of a sharp economic shock. 
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Part 3: Which Retirement Plans Did We Measure?

This first iteration of the RSR focuses on retirement plans offered to public sector full-time employees and managed by state-
administrated retirement systems. We have included pension plans and hybrid plans with accrued liabilities greater than $1 
billion, plus all DC and GR plans that are intended to be a primary source of retirement income. 12

For example, our dataset currently covers the Florida Retirement System (a retirement system sponsored at the state level), 
but not some of the city- or county-sponsored retirement systems in Florida, such as in Jacksonville, Miami, or Tampa.13  
We also include both the North Carolina Local Government Employees’ Retirement System and the Teachers and State 
Employees’ Retirement System, but we don’t include the Legislative Retirement System with less than 600 members and 
under $30 million in assets. 

Over time, we intend to add city- and county-administrated systems, starting with the largest based on liabilities and 
assets under management. As we add plans to the RSR, we will update the digital tool for exploring the data, available at 
RetirementSecurity.Report. Therefore, the data available online may not match exactly what is in this edition.

We also limited this first iteration of the RSR to retirement plans open to new members. Most pension plans have varying 
benefit tiers based on hire date, meaning the underlying value of those benefits will differ in some way relative to individuals 
hired at different times. Common ways that benefits might vary within the same retirement system based on hire date are 
vesting rules, retirement eligibility rules, benefit multipliers, contribution rates, and definition of final average salary. Based 
on the RSR methodology, we need to treat every tier of benefits as a separate plan to be graded and scored. Therefore, we 
chose to focus first on plans still accepting new members and will measure legacy plans in future iterations of the RSR. 
 
There are two aspects of retirement benefits not completely captured by the RSR. First, those who elect to take early 
retirement do not have the value of those benefits measured in this project. While the provisions related to early retirement 
can greatly enhance the value of benefits a retirement plan offers, the RSR is focused on measuring the value of benefits 
based on normal duration of employment. A future edition of the RSR may seek to incorporate early retirement into the 
methodology. Second, death and disability benefits are not factored into the RSR coverage. Inherently, the need for such 
benefits is unplanned and outside the norm for a retirement plan. While the value of such benefits is a worthwhile aspect on 
which to measure the quality of a retirement plan, this is beyond the scope of this first edition of the RSR.

Our universe of retirement plans included 220 pension plans, 49 DC plans, 18 GR plans, and 48 hybrid design plans. 

California Public Employees Retirement System has the largest number of separate retirement plans within a single 
retirement system (19). Meanwhile 47 other retirement systems had just one retirement plan, such as the Georgia Teachers 
Retirement System. The following Table 1 breaks down plan types by occupation classification:

12   In some states where a single retirement system administrates multiple plans, we have included smaller plans in our data set for the sake of comprehensively covering that same system, such as with the 
Arizona Elected Officials Retirement Plan, formally administrated by the Arizona Public Safety Personnel Retirement System.
13   This also means we are not including retirement plans for part-time or seasonal workers (with one exception, the CalSTRS Cash Balance Plan). 

http://RetirementSecurity.Report
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TABLE 1: RETIREMENT PLAN TYPES MEASURED BY THE RETIREMENT SECURITY REPORT14

14   See Appendix E for a complete list of plans in the RSR.

Total Pension Plan

Defined 
Contribution

Plan

Guaranteed 
Return

Plan Hybrid Plan
POLICE OFFICERS AND/OR 
FIREFIGHTERS

128 88 19 7 14

PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS ONLY 63 40 8 2 13

PLANS THAT COMBINE STATE, 
MUNICIPAL, AND/OR PUBLIC SCHOOL

37 23 8 0 6

MUNICIPAL WORKERS ONLY 34 23 2 6 3

STATE WORKERS ONLY 31 18 4 3 6

PUBLIC SCHOOL WORKERS ONLY 13 10 1 0 2

ELECTED OFFICIALS ONLY 13 6 5 0 2

HIGHER EDUCATION FACULTY & STAFF 8 7 1 0 0

JUDGES ONLY 8 5 1 0 2

TOTAL 335 220 49 18 48
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Part 4: The State of Retirement Security in 2021

While the primary objective of the RSR is to measure the quality of a retirement plan’s benefits against a standard 
benchmark, allowing each plan to stand on its own terms, there are numerous ways in which the scores from these various 
plans can be analyzed across different groupings and pairings. (For complete scoring methodologies, see Appendices B 
and C.)

Table 2 presents some of the best- and worst-performing retirement plans on RSR metrics, averaging across all worker 
types, entry ages, plan types, and occupations15:

TABLE 2: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING PLANS, AVERAGED ACROSS ALL TYPES

An obvious takeaway from Table 2 is that some of the top performing plans overall are DC and GR plans. It is worth 
emphasizing how unique these plans are: South Carolina Retirement System’s DC Plan has immediate vesting and offers 
a combined 14% of salary contribution rate that is strong for members who also are participating in Social Security. Texas 
County and District Retirement System’s GR plans allow local employers the ability to offer a 7% guaranteed investment 
return rate, which is particularly strong considering that GR plans rarely offer more than a 4% guaranteed investment return 
before gain sharing. 
 

15   Table 2 does not include plans exclusively for judges or elected officials. There are virtually no 25-year-old entrants to retirement plans for judges, and very few elected officials serve a full career. We have 
offered scores in the digital version of the RSR for these retirement plans across all worker types for informational purposes but have left them off these ranking lists where their inclusion is not plausible.

Plan Type Benefits Score
1. South Carolina RS DC Plan General DC Plan 98.4%

2. South Carolina RS DC Plan Teachers DC Plan 95.2%

T3. Texas CDRS General High Credit GR Plan 93.4%

T3. Texas CDRS Police & Fire High Credit GR Plan 93.4%

5. Tennessee TRP Hybrid Plan Hybrid 88.4%

6. Montana PERS DC Plan DC Plan 87.8%

7. Michigan SERS DC Plan DC Plan 84.6%

8. Oregon OPSRP Police & Fire Hybrid 83.9%

9. South Dakota RS Generational Plan Public Safety Hybrid 83.5%

10. Washington LEOFF Plan 2 Pension 81.9%

305. Florida RS Pension Regular Class K-12 Teachers Pension 35.6%

306. Florida RS Pension Regular Class Non-K-12 Pension 35.6%

307. Florida RS Pension Senior Management Class Pension 35.5%

308. Louisiana LASERS Regular Pension 33.7%

309. Louisiana TRSL Teachers Pension 33.1%

310. Louisiana Parochial Plan B Pension 31.5%

311. Louisiana Municipal Police Pension 30.5%

312. Louisiana TRSL Higher-Ed Pension 28.4%

313. Louisiana TRSL Lunch Plan B Pension 27.1%

314. New Jersey State Police RS Tier 2 Pension 21.1%
Note: Score shown is the average percentage of available “Retirement Benefits Score” points earned by the plan.
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Tables 3 through 6 show RSR retirement plan performance (averaging across all worker types, entry ages, and occupations) 
for each of the four plan types, plus a breakdown of how well each plan type is serving the three different worker groups.

The aggregate average scores in these tables have limited interpretability because what a worker values in their retirement 
plan design shifts over their career. Tables 7 through 9 show the 10 best- and worst-performing retirement plans on RSR 
metrics across all plan types, age groups, and occupations.

TABLE 3: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING PENSION PLANS, AVERAGED ACROSS ALL WORKER TYPES

1. Washington LEOFF Plan 2 81.9%

2, CalPERS State & Local Misc Tier 1 81.6%

3. California UCRS Safety PEPRA 80.3%

4. Colorado Police & Fire Post-2007 77.9%

5. Vermont SERS Public Safety 77.6%

6. CalPERS Highway Patrol Classic 77.6%

7. Washington SPRS Plan 2 77.0%

8. Vermont MERS Group D 76.7%

9. CalPERS Safety Public Agency Fire 76.6%

10. CalPERS Safety Public Agency County 
Peace Officers 76.1%

200. FL RS Pension Regular K-12 Teachers 35.6%

201. FL RS Pension Regular Non-K-12 35.6%

202. FL RS Pension Senior Mgmt. Class 35.5%

203. Louisiana LASERS Regular 33.7%

204. Louisiana TRS Teachers 33.1%

205. Louisiana Parochial Plan B 31.5%

206. Louisiana Municipal Police 30.5%

207. Louisiana TRS Higher-Ed 28.4%

208. Louisiana TRS Lunch Plan B 27.1%

209. New Jersey SPRS Tier 2 21.1%

0.5% 10.9%

88.6%

10.9%

39.1%

50.0%

74.1%

23.6%

2.4%

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

Serves members well Serves members moderately well Does not serve members well
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TABLE 4: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING GUARANTEED RETURN PLANS, AVERAGED ACROSS ALL WORKER TYPES

TABLE 5: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS, AVERAGED ACROSS ALL WORKER TYPES

T1. Texas CDRS General High Credit 93.9%

T1. Texas CDRS Police & Fire High Credit 93.9%

3. Nebraska PERS State Division 72.6%

4. Kentucky CERS Hazardous Tier 3 69.6%

5. Kentucky ERS Hazardous Tier 3 69.2%

6. Kentucky SPRS Tier 3 67.7%

T7. Texas MRS General High Credit 62.6%

T7. Texas MRS Police & Fire High Credit 62.6%

T9. Texas CDRS General Low Credit 58.1%

T9. Texas CDRS Police & Fire Low Credit 58.1%

11. Kentucky ERS Non-Hazardous Tier 3 57.0%

12. Kentucky CERS Non-Hazardous Tier 3 57.0%

13. Kansas PERS Schools 56.6%

14. Kansas PERS State 56.5%

15. Kansas PERS Local 55.9%

16. CalSTRS GR Option 44.2%

T17. Texas MRS General Low Credit 40.6%

T17. Texas MRS Police & Fire Low Credit 40.6%

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

11.1%

61.1%

27.8%

11.1%

88.9%

0.0%

27.8%

55.6%

16.7%

1. South Carolina RS DC General 98.4%

2, South Carolina RS DC Teachers 95.2%

3. Montana PERS DC 87.8%

4. Michigan SERS DC 84.6%

5. North Dakota PERS DC 81.8%

6. Florida RS DC Special Risk Class 81.7%

7. Ohio PERS DC Law Enforcement 79.6%

8. Ohio PERS DC Public Safety Class 78.6%

T9. Michigan PSERS DC K-12 Workers 74.6%

T9. Michigan PSERS DC Teachers 74.6%

30. Indiana TRF DC 65.7%

31. Alaska PERS Peace and Fire DC 64.6%

32. Florida FRS DC Sr. Management 62.4%

T33. Indiana PERF DC Local 61.6%

T33. Indiana PERF DC State 61.6%

T35. Florida RS DC Regular K-12 58.4%

T35. Florida RS DC Regular Non-K-12 58.4%

37. Arizona CORP DC 58.0%

38. - 
43.

Arizona PSPRS DC All Police & Fire 
Plans (General, Maricopa, Pima)

54.9% - 
50.7%

16.3%

63.3%

20.4%
28.6%

53.1%

18.4%

93.9%

6.1%0.0%

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

Serves members well Serves members moderately well Does not serve members well
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TABLE 6: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING HYBRID PLANS, AVERAGED ACROSS ALL WORKER TYPES

1. Tennessee TRP Hybrid 88.4%

2, Oregon OPSRP Police & Fire 83.9%

3. South Dakota RS Generational Plan Safety 83.5%

4. Utah Teacher Tier 2 Hybrid 81.5%

5. Utah State Tier 2 Hybrid 81.3%

6. Utah Local Tier 2 Hybrid 80.6%

7. Michigan State Police RS Pension Plus 79.0%

8. South Dakota RS Generational Plan Teachers 78.7%

9. Oregon OPSRP School District 78.6%

10. South Dakota RS Generational Plan General 78.6%

35. Pennsylvania SERS Class A-5 General 59.7%

36. Ohio PERS Hybrid State & Local 58.2%

37. Ohio STRS Hybrid 58.1%

38. Pennsylvania SERS Class A-6 General 55.6%

39. Pennsylvania PSERS Class T-H 54.9%

40. Pennsylvania PSERS Class T-G 54.9%

41. Indiana TRF Hybrid 53.2%

T42. Indiana PERF Hybrid Local 53.0%

T42. Indiana PERF Hybrid State 53.0%

44. Rhode Island MERS Police & Fire 52.7%

4.2%

33.3%

62.5%

22.9%

58.3%

18.8%

100.0%

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

Serves members well Serves members moderately well Does not serve members well
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TABLE 7: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING PLANS FOR SHORT-TERM WORKERS

TABLE 8: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING PLANS FOR MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS

TABLE 9: BEST- AND WORST-PERFORMING PLANS FOR FULL CAREER WORKERS

Note: In total, 71 plans scored 100% of available points for full career workers. This table includes 10 of these plans, chosen to represent the variety of plans that provide a secure retirement. For a full list, see 
https://equable.org/rsr100s/

Points Type
1. South Carolina RS DC General 95.1% DC

T2. Texas CDRS General High Credit 88.5% GR

T2. Texas CDRS Police & Fire H. Credit 88.5% GR

4. South Carolina RS DC Teachers 87.8% DC

5. Montana PERS DC 78.5% DC

6. Tennessee TRP Hybrid 78.4% Hybrid

7. Nebraska PERS State Division 74.2% GR

8. Florida RS DC Special Risk Class 72.1% DC

9. Michigan SERS DC 71.0% DC

10. CalPERS State Officers/Fire PEPRA 67.9% Pension

Points Type
305. Illinois SERS General Tier 2 9.3% Pension

306. Florida RS Pension Reg. K-12 9.2% Pension

307. Florida RS Pension Reg. Non-K-12 9.2% Pension

308. Florida RS Pension Senior Mgmt. 8.9% Pension

309. Oklahoma PPRS Police 8.8% Pension

310. Louisiana Parochial Plan B 7.7% Pension

311. Illinois MRF Regular Tier 2 7.5% Pension

312. New Jersey SPRS Tier 2 6.9% Pension

313. Louisiana Muni Police 5.3% Pension

314. Louisiana SPRS 5.3% Pension

Points Type
1. South Carolina RS DC General 100.0% DC

2. South Carolina RS DC Teachers 97.7% DC

T3. Texas CDRS General High Credit 93.3% GR

T3. Texas CDRS Police & Fire H. Cred. 93.3% GR

5. California UCRS Safety PEPRA 89.4% Pension

6. Oregon OPSRP Police & Fire 88.8% Hybrid

7. Washington LEOFF Plan 2 87.7% Pension

T8. Michigan SPRS Pension Plus 86.7% Hybrid

T8. New York SLRS Police & Fire 86.7% Pension

T8. Tennessee TRP Hybrid 86.7% Hybrid

Points Type
305. Louisiana TRS Teachers 19.8% Pension

306. New Jersey SPRS Tier 2 19.7% Pension

307. Louisiana LASERS Regular 18.5% Pension

308. New Jersey PERS State Tier 5 18.4% Pension

309. New Jersey PERS Local Tier 5 18.3% Pension

310. Louisiana TRS Lunch Plan B 17.5% Pension

311. Louisiana TRS Higher-Ed 17.0% Pension

312. Florida RS Pension Regular K-12 14.3% Pension

313. Florida RS Pension Sr. Mgmt. 14.3% Pension

314. Florida RS Pension Reg. Non-K-12 14.2% Pension

Points Type
T1. Arkansas PERS General 100.0% Pension

T1. Hawaii ERS General 100.0% Hybrid

T1. Illinois SERS General Tier 2 100.0% Pension

T1. Michigan SERS DC 100.0% DC

T1. New York STRS 100.0% Pension

T1. Ohio PERS DC State & Local 100.0% DC

T1. South Carolina RS DC General 100.0% DC

T1. Texas CDRS General High Credit 100.0% GR

T1. Texas CDRS Police & Fire H. Cred. 100.0% GR

T1. UT Teacher Tier 2 Hybrid 100.0% Hybrid

Points Type
305. Kentucky TRS Higher-Ed 52.5% Pension

306. Kansas PFRS 51.1% Pension

307. Louisiana TRS Higher-Ed 50.3% Pension

308. Louisiana TRS Lunch Plan B 46.0% Pension

309. North Dakota PERS Local 44.6% Pension

310. CalPERS State & Local Ind. Tier 2 44.6% Pension

T311. Texas MRS General Low Credit 37.0% GR

T311. Texas MRS Police & Fire L. Credit 37.0% GR

313. New Jersey SPRS Tier 2 36.7% Pension

314. CalSTRS GR Option 32.7% GR

https://equable.org/rsr100s/
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There are also differences in plan design elements, even within the same plan type, based on the occupation of workers being 
covered. For example, police officers and firefighters with pension plans typically have larger multipliers in their formulas 
than public school teachers. And in some states, the employer contribution rate to DC plans varies by occupation. The below 
graphics illustrate how well different occupations are served (averaging across all entry ages and plan types), broken out by 
worker group:

Public Safety Officers

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

0.8%

28.9%

70.3%

21.9%

43.0%

35.2%

73.4%

25.0%

1.6%

Public School Teachers & Public School Workers

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

2.6%

18.2%

79.2%

7.8%

54.5%

37.7%

84.4%

13.0%
2.6%

Municipal Employees

SHORT-TERM WORKERS MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS FULL CAREER WORKERS

2.9%

20.6%

76.5%

8.8%

50.0%

37.7%

58.8%

35.3%

5.9%

Serves members well Serves members moderately well Does not serve members well
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Part 5: Conclusion

The RSR is intended to provide public workers, policy makers, and the general public with a tool for measuring the 
quality of benefits offered by public sector retirement systems, and then comparing the value of those benefits against 
a standard benchmark path to retirement income security. This information is best reviewed on a plan-by-plan basis at 
RetirementSecurity.Report where each retirement plan’s scores can be looked at in detail, along with contextual information 
about the retirement system providing those benefits.

The depth of data provided by the RSR does also create the opportunity to assess the country as a whole for how well 
retirement benefits are working for public servants. 

SHORT-TERM AND MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS
An important takeaway from the RSR is that the majority of public sector workers are not being served well by their 
retirement plan. Retirement plans expect that 55.2% of new hires into their pension plans will leave within 10 years, and 
another 21.6% of new entrants will leave before they get to 20 years. The head counts for active members of retirement 
systems today show a clear majority of members have 20 years of service or less; for many pension plans, over half are in 
just the 10 years or less cohort. 

And yet, while these individuals are the largest portion of the public workforce, they are getting the least out of the retirement 
plans offered to them. For STWs, 3.3% of state retirement plans are serving them well and 23.3% are serving them 
moderately well. MTWs are considerably better with 14.3% of their retirement plans serving them well, and 46.3% moderately 
well. These figures hold whether we are measuring workers starting at age 25 or 40.

It is not surprising that pension plans are not great for STWs. They are designed to have a backloaded accumulation of 
benefits. It is surprising, though, that pension plans are not performing well on average for even MTWs. The notion that a 
teacher or municipal employee could put in 20 years of service and still not be on a path to retirement income security should 
cause policy makers to reflect on the quality of benefits being offered.

By contrast, it is surprising that DC plans and hybrid plans are not performing better for STWs. DC and hybrid plans are often 
presented as being better for mobile members of the workforce than pension plans, and our results support that argument. 
But simply being better than pensions doesn’t mean they are actually providing for retirement income security unless 
contributions are sufficient.

FULL CAREER WORKERS
Another important finding is that all types of retirement plans are working for FCWs. We were not surprised to see pension 
plans working well for those who put in a full career, because the plan’s basic design is intended to backload benefits and 
offer the strongest retirement income to those who serve 30 years or more. We were surprised to see DC plans, GR plans, and 
hybrid plans performing just as well for FCWs. 

The common understanding is that pensions are better than alternative plan designs. However, comparing pensions against 
DC plans — the frequent “DB versus DC” debate — is not the right framework for assessing the quality of retirement plans. 
Measuring all plans against a common benchmark for retirement income adequacy shows that they all can work to provide 
retirement income security as long as the benefit provisions are designed appropriately. For example, the reason that some 
DC plans are working so well for FCWs is that adequate contribution rates compounding over a 42-year time frame from ages 
25 to 67 offer a great deal to public workers enrolled in such plans. 

http://RetirementSecurity.Report
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There are still other considerations with respect to pensions and DC plans (and hybrids and GR plans, too). Different plan 
designs offer trade-offs between the level of guarantees built into the retirement plan and the flexibility and mobility of 
benefits. Investment risks are distributed in different ways, and inflation protection can vary. But at a minimum, the RSR 
shows that there should not be a debate over whether only one type of retirement plan can offer retirement income security. 
They all can. The questions to ask are whether the retirement plan provisions are designed appropriately and how a state 
wants to distribute costs and risks among taxpayers and public sector workers. 

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE
The analysis in this paper focusing on averages and cohorts does not fully reflect the wide variance in plan designs and 
Retirement Benefit Scores for each individual plan. We encourage all readers to explore the digital tool to understand how 
different retirement plans function in practice. RetirementSecurity.Report allows readers to sort through plans according 
to their own aggregate rating within each section, letting users see which plans offer the best policy features, which plan 
designs reach a minimum standard for adequate retirement savings, what percentage of the workforce covered by a 
particular plan is likely to reach given retirement security benchmarks. From there, readers can reach conclusions about the 
preferred benefits for workers based on potential years of service.

There are many ways in which different states have designed their retirement systems to effectively put public workers on a 
path to retirement income security — each of these specific elements should be mined and put together to create frameworks 
for how poorly performing retirement plans can be improved. There is no reason why the public sector should not be offering 
quality retirement plans based on the best practices adapted to the twenty-first century, ensuring that all workers have a 
path to retirement income security.

VISIT RETIREMENTSECURITY.REPORT 
to explore a digital tool that provides individual Retirement Benefit Scores

for each state retirement plan. 

If you are a researcher and want to explore the raw data outputs or code for modeling, 
contact us at info@equable.org to obtain copies of the data files.

http://RetirementSecurity.Report
http://RetirementSecurity.Report
mailto:info@equable.org
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Appendices
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Appendix A. Definition of Adequacy 

There is no one-size-fits-all retirement plan design that will work best for every type of individual, public sector or private. 
Similarly, there is no true universal definition of “adequate” retirement income for all people. The reason is simple: human 
beings are unique, complex, personality driven individuals with wide ranging preferences and needs. Any fixed definition of 
adequate retirement income will necessarily leave some portion of the workforce out. The task when forced to define 
adequate retirement income with a single benchmark number, as a project like the RSR has to take on, is to think about in 
broad terms that has wide applicability and capacity to be adaptable to a healthy majority of people. 

Equable defines adequate retirement income as reaching at least 70% replacement of pre-retirement salary by age 67. 
However, this is only our definition for the purposes of the first edition of the Retirement Security Report. Generally, we think 
that adequacy is something that ultimately will be best defined on an individual or household basis, given the nature of 
human differences.  

We’ve chosen to use replacement rate targets as the basis for our definition of adequacy because it allows us to leverage a 
wide range of pre-existing research about retirement income, and some common ideas about how to think about adequacy. It 
also is an easy-to-understand concept that a majority of users of the RSR tool can relate to when looking through the metrics 
that we have chosen. While there are limits to “wisdom of crowds” and some evolving ideas about the shortcomings of 
replacement rate methodologies, there is still a lot of validity to the use of a fixed replacement rate target when doing broad 
scale measurement projects like the RSR. 

Retirement plans always have different kinds of people enrolled, with different salary ranges and different lifestyle 
circumstances. And our measurement of the value of benefits provided by a retirement plan being narrowed to the average 
salary accrual path and two entry-age points. So, the methodological approach when doing this kind of high-level analysis is 
already limiting the scope of specific circumstances being covered. The use of a common single metric for the definition of 
adequacy is the most appropriate means to measure against those average-based assessments of retirement plan benefits. 

We believe that these measurements of state retirement plans at their averages do provide helpful guidance on how well 
they are working for a majority of the members of the plan. The analysis does not provide a range of assessments by income 
level, but it does focus on variance in duration of employment, entry age, and occupation-based salary accrual. Collectively, 
this gives us a lot of insight into the ways that different cohorts of individuals are served by a retirement plan, even if we 
don’t have data on individuals versus households, or outside levels of personal retirement savings.  

DEFINING PRE-RETIREMENT INCOME 

The RSR methodology (discussed in Appendices B and C) allows each retirement plan to set its own definition for pre-
retirement income. For most plans this is the average for the final three to five years of employment, and for others it is the 
average of the highest three to five years of salary at any point in a workers career. Retirement plans have various caps on 
how income can be defined in these contexts, and how quickly it can grow from year to year (for the purposes of measuring 
pre-retirement income). Retirement plans without pre-retirement income definitions, like defined contribution plans, use just 
the final year of salary as the point of measurement. This forces that retirement plan to generate a larger benefit amount, 
than if we arbitrarily measured their pre-retirement income at an average of the final five years, or a career average. 

Social Security utilizes a career average approach for defining pre-retirement income, which is more consistent with the 
approaches adopting in the retirement literature (see Retirement System Risk Management, edited by Olivia s. Mitchell, 
Raimond Maurer, and J. Michael Orszag). But there isn’t consistency in whether this definition should account for inflation 
adjustment of benefits over time (i.e., with cost-of-living adjustments).  
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Ultimately, our approach creates some flexibility in the definition of adequacy, insofar as each state has a slightly different 
measurement of their denominator in the calculation of a replacement rate. This is appropriate because we are considering 
each retirement plan on their own terms, not measuring them against each other.   

IDENTIFYING AN ADEQUACY TARGET 

The idea of thinking about retirement income targets in replacement rate terms dates back at least to the 1981 President’s 
Commission on Pension Policy. It is not particularly surprising then that several decades on researchers have made attempts 
to develop more sophisticated methods of defining retirement income adequacy. 

Aon Consulting, an organization that does analytical work for U.S. public retirement systems, describes “adequate retirement 
income” as a relationship between “retirement resources” and “retirement needs.” Resources are Social security, employer-
provided retirement plans, and personal savings. Needs are “the amount that would allow the employee the same amount of 
spendable income before and after retirement.” They argue in a 2018 study that the use of “replacement ratios” (the 
approach that the RSR takes) is focused too much on the income earned right before retirement, and as such this might lead 
to a definition of adequacy that is too tightly measured.1 Instead, they use a “multiple-of-pay” approach that tries to define all 
retirement needs, adds up all resources necessary, and then translates that into an equal amount of money that should be 
saved every working year as a percentage of salary.2  

This follows a similar recommendation from the financial services company TIAA, for a 10% to 15% of salary annual savings 
target toward retirement. For those without Social Security, their recommendations shift up to between 15% and 20% of 
salary as the targeted savings amount.   

A RANGE OF REPLACEMENT RATE TARGETS 

There is no consensus on other approaches to measuring adequate retirement income, and perhaps there never will be given 
how many variables there are to consider, and the range of types of individuals and households. Similarly, even among 
analysis looking at replacement rate targets there is no firm consensus.  

A study written by a research team at Georgia State University, and published by Aon in 2008, concluded that a typical retiree 
at age 65 should be aiming for 78% replacement of their “gross income before retirement.” This factored in that income taxes 
typically decline after retirement, that deductions for Social Security are no longer coming out of pay checks, and other 
savings for retirement is no longer necessary. This also accounted for a significant increase in health care costs from 
working years to retirement years, in some cases by as much as 50% on an annualized basis.  

Both of the Aon studies pointed out that savings rates and replacement ratios should vary somewhat based on pre-
retirement income levels. For example, Aon’s “multiple-of-pay” model says that individuals making $30,000 of pre-
retirement income should be aiming for closer to 15% replacement before accounting for Social Security (4 percentage 
points above the average). And the Georgia State/Aon “replacement ratio” model puts the target at 90% replacement (12 
percentage points above the average).  

1
We recognize the validity in this approach, which may be a better way to think about adequacy in the context of less even salary accrual patterns. The 

typical private sector salary trend varies by profession, but many of them look like inverted u-shaped parabola’s rather than straight lines trending upward 
(see Alicia H. Munnell and Mauricio Soto’s 2005 analysis of replacement rates for further details). In the public sector, these trends may be similar, but the 
assumption patterns used by public retirement systems are predicated on steady upward salary accrual. As such, our use of a replacement rate 
methodology inherently focuses on the highest paid portion of an individual’s career meaning we either are defining adequacy appropriately or over defining 
adequacy. Since our methodology does not fully account for medical costs, which are a growing share of retiree savings, we are comfortable with this 
approach, which at worst will be incorporating a greater share of medical costs into the adequacy definition than we’ve estimated. 
2 Aon Consulting’s analysis finds that to achieve adequate income individuals, on average, should be saving 11.1% of their salaries for retirement. This 
number assumes retiring at age 67 with Social Security, and those without access to the federal retirement plan should aim for 16.4% of pay savings. These 
“savings” rates could be contributions to an employer sponsored retirement account, a pre-tax IRA, or after-tax savings. The same study also suggests that 
these percentage of salary savings rates can go down slightly as income rises, and that they should go up a few percentage points for those with incomes 
below the national average (around $60,000 at the time of the study).  
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Similar analysis by the Society of Actuaries in 2011 found that an appropriate “target gross replacement rate” for an average 
earnings group ranged between 50% and 80%. They looked at earnings groups broken out as $20k-35k, $35k-80k, and $80k+ 
and then measured what percentage of those samples had adequate retirement savings at different replacement rates.3  

Research from Alicia H. Munnell and Mauricio Soto also points out that thinking about replacement rates in terms of 
households can lead to very different understandings of adequacy. Couples where one spouse works, versus two, can lead to 
different pre-retirement earnings patterns but a typical couple in retirement might have similar costs irrespective of those 
pre-retirement income patterns. This would lead to different ways to think about replacement rates based on pre-retirement 
income.   

Analysis from the Congressional Budget Office in 2017 noted that the “common rule of thumb” for replacement rate targets is 
70% but added that this “specific goal is not appropriate for all people. To better capture the diversity of people’s 
circumstances, researchers have developed a range of target rates that vary with individual characteristics, such as marital 
status, lifetime income, and homeownership.” 

SOCIAL SECURITY AND ADEQUACY 

Participation in Social Security, to the surprise of many, is not a given for all public employees. Although nearly all workers in 
the private sector are enrolled, a significant share of public employees (particularly teachers) are NOT enrolled. As a result, 
the benefits they require from their retirement system must be higher to provide a meaningful retirement. 

Social Security income typically provides up to 40% replacement rate on average career income, and between 20% and 33% 
replacement of income in the few years before retirement. For the purposes of this analysis, we assume that Social Security 
will provide 33% of the replacement rate goal for individuals who are enrolled in the federal program. But in practice the 
actual share of pre-retirement income replaced by Social Security will not only depend on how that income is defined (e.g., 
average of final five years versus career average), but also the income level of the household or individual being considered. 
Social Security could conceivably replace 67% of the career income for someone averaging $20,000 a year, or as little as 
36% replacement for someone with a $90,000 career average.   

Social Security has highlighted a 70% replacement rate target as the most common recommendation. But this is not their 
formal recommendation, because of the wide variance in individual circumstances. They’ve highlighted this, though, to 
emphasize that for many individuals Social Security monthly payments on their own will not be sufficient to reach a definition 
of adequacy. 

HEALTH CARE COSTS AND ADEQUACY 

Ultimately, the important thing for measuring any retirement plan over time is whether it is keeping an individual on a path 
toward a selected measurement of retirement income adequacy.  

Collectively, we believe a reasonable definition of adequate retirement income is somewhere in the range of 60% to 80% 
replacement of pre-retirement income, based on current academic literature and within the framework of needing to select a 
target benchmark for a broad cohort of retirement plan members. So, for the purposes of the RSR we built around the middle 
of that range (70% replacement-rate) and measured scores for the upper and lower bounds.  

We’ve included a range of caveats around these figures, both within this paper and in our digital presentation of the material. 
Future editions of the RSR may attempt to provide scores with a range of household income quartiles and/or health care cost 
expenditure levels.   

3
A key part of their conclusion said, “According to Figure 4, if individuals were able to replace 70% of their average last five years of earnings over a 35-

year career, then this would meet or exceed the target replacement rates for approximately 58% of our entire “successful” sample, particularly when 
combined with other sources of retirement income.”
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Appendix B. Scoring Methodology 

The Retirement Security Report’s individual state retirement plans assessments are divided into three sections. The first part 
offers an overview of basic plan details and is not scored (Plan Information). These metrics are provided purely for 
informational purposes. The second part scores the benefits offered by the retirement system (Retirement Benefits Score). 
These are provided based on three different types of worker, based on duration of public service: Short-Term Workers, 
Medium-Term Workers, Full Career Workers. The third part is attentive to public workers’ interest that their retirement plan 
will meet its promises (Plan Sustainability Score). In the following pages we present a detailed description of each the 
measures employed in both the scored and unscored sections of the Retirement Security Report.  

The Retirement Benefits Scores are based on how plans stack up relative to known best practices and whether members are 
placed on a path to a secure retirement. Scores are provided for each metric and totaled up within a given profile. We also 
offer averaged scores across the various profiles for the sake of this paper and to glean aggregate findings, but we advise 
that readers should emphasize the profile scores as they will offer a more accurate evaluation targeted to each group of 
members. 

Note that all worker types are evaluated out of a possible 30 points in each profile for pension, guaranteed return, and hybrid 
plans. Defined contribution plans have fewer common policy features to evaluate (specifically, built in COLAs), so they are 
scored out of a possible 25 points in each profile. This because we did not want to over inflate the scoring on income 
adequacy just to have symmetry in the final scoring number.  

APPENDIX B OUTLINE: 

B1. Context and Plan Information 
B2. Retirement Benefits Score: Worker Types 
B3. Retirement Benefits Score: Eligibility 
B4. Retirement Benefits Score: Income Adequacy 
B5. Retirement Benefits Score: Flexibility and Mobility 
B6. Plan Sustainability Score 
B7. Equable Assessments 

B1. CONTEXT AND PLAN INFORMATION 

It is essential for everyone interested in retirement systems to possess a baseline level of knowledge about the plan being 
offered, the members being served, and the broader state context to make an informed assessment. For the sake of the 
Retirement Security Report, we have identified several basic pieces of information that are useful to know (and that will have 
a sizable impact on how we assess the plan). However, none of the items identified in this section factor into the scoring or 
overall assessment of each plan. Instead, they are presented to provide the appropriate context to help public workers 
understand their plans and some of the elements of how they work. 

1. RETIREMENT BENEFIT TIER HIRE DATES

Benefits offered to employees within a retirement plan often will vary based on when people were hired. This metric shows 
the applicable start date for the plan being considered here. Individuals hired before this date are most likely enrolled in an 
earlier version of the plan that is no longer available to new hires joining the retirement system. Individuals hired on or after 
this date can still join this plan. 
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This First Edition of the RSR publication is focused on measuring plans that are open to new members. Over time we will add 
legacy plans and classes of benefits that closed to new hires, but that still have active members enrolled in them. Benefits 
offered will commonly be quite similar from tier-to-tier, but they differ enough to warrant separate assessment. 

2. OCCUPATION(S) COVERED BY THE PLAN

While some public retirement systems specify clearly which employees they cover in the plan name, in many cases the full 
scope of who they provide benefits for is not entirely clear. The purpose of this metric is to offer additional clarity regarding 
which types of public employees receive benefits from this plan. Broadly speaking, we categorize these employees into the 
following groups: 

• General employees: This category is intended to reflect the myriad of public employees that fill most government
positions. General employees can range widely across different agencies, roles, and job classifications.

• Public safety employees: This category is intended to reflect police, firefighters, correctional officers, public safety
officers, and all other public employees whose primary role is to ensure the safety of the general public. Note that
we specify police, firefighter, and other groups within this broader category where possible as they often have plans
that are designed specifically for each respective occupation.

• Elected officials: This category includes the benefits being provided to elected officials, regardless of office. Note that
this category will sometimes contain judges and, in some cases, judges are identified separately as they often have
their own plans.

• Public school employees: This category includes public school teachers, administrators, counselors, and support
staff involved in the operation of schools. Much like our other categories, we often specify “teachers,” “non-
instructional,” or other groups within this category whenever possible, as there are frequently different benefits
offered different classification of employees.

• Higher education employees: This category includes the faculty, administrators, and support staff involved in
providing public higher education. Whenever possible we have again differentiated between each respective role
when benefits are known to differ by occupation.

In addition to offering a description of a plan’s membership according to these categories (or more specifically whenever 
possible), we also designate here whether the plan is intended to provide benefits for employees of state government, local 
government, or all public employees within a state (in either state or local administered positions). 

3. RETIREMENT PLAN OPTIONS AVAILABILITY

Today’s public workforce is comprised of a wealth of different people, all with varied interests and drive toward public 
service. Because of the differing needs of workers, and the varied needs they may have, it is important to understand 
whether there is flexibility in the retirement plan(s) afforded to them.  

This is not meant to argue that one plan design is universally ideal, or that there is an optimal number of retirement choices. 
This metric is intended only to answer a single question: Are all new members enrolled in one default retirement plan, or do 
they have a choice between different primary retirement plans? 
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4. AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT SAVINGS OPTIONS

Frequently, state retirement systems do not aim to provide all of the retirement income that an individual will need. Other 
anticipated sources typically include personal savings, and (in some instances) Social Security.  

In order to support personal savings, there are many public retirement systems that offer the option for members to enroll in 
a voluntary, supplemental retirement savings program. These plans can be set up to collect distributions from regular 
paychecks on a pre-tax or after-tax basis. These plans are not the primary means of putting an individual on a path toward a 
secure retirement, and they are not evaluated as such in the Retirement Security Report. However, supplemental retirement 
savings options can be a useful feature for those who have retirement income goals that the primary retirement plan is not 
designed to provide. Further, having supplemental savings options that are administered by a member’s primary retirement 
system can help remove barriers or complications that might otherwise prevent an individual from setting aside enough 
savings to ensure they enjoy a secure retirement. 

5. ENROLLMENT IN SOCIAL SECURITY

Participation in Social Security, to the surprise of many, is not a given for all public employees. Although nearly all workers in 
the private sector are enrolled, a significant share of public employees (particularly teachers) are NOT enrolled. As a result, 
the benefits they require from their retirement system must be higher to provide a meaningful retirement. 

6. EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION RATE

One of the most important elements of a retirement plan for any worker is the amount that will come out of their pockets to 
pay for their benefits. These member contribution rates vary widely from plan-to-plan and some plans even offer their 
members the option to choose how much they will contribute. And, to make these even more complicated, contribution rates 
will vary significantly depending on whether plan members are enrolled in Social Security. 

This measure is useful to include in this section of the RSR for several reasons. First, the value of benefits is linked directly to 
the contributions members pay into their benefits. By reporting these rates, we offer an insight into one of the driving factors 
included in our models of plan benefits. Second, from a more practical perspective, members may often be confused or 
otherwise unclear what they are paying for their future retirement benefits.  

We do not assess the contribution rates paid by plan members in our metrics, as there is no single objective contribution rate 
that is inherently too high or too low. In some cases, low contribution rates can be a good thing, meaning that benefits are not 
taking much out of members’ paychecks. In other cases, low member contribution rates can signal that benefits are not as 
generous or are not as valuable for Short-term and Medium-Term Workers. A similar case can be made for higher member 
contribution rates, where they are more expensive and cut directly into members’ bottom line, but they can result in more 
generous benefits both in the short and long term.  

For the sake of the RSR, we report the member contribution rates to provide an added insight for plan members. We also 
offer the context of the surrounding rates and average rates for plans broken down by their Social Security enrollment 
status. 

7. INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND FEES (APPLICABLE TO PENSION, GUARANTEED RETURN, AND HYBRID PLANS)

It is helpful to know what fees are being paid but interpreting the nature of this information shouldn’t be overstated. In this 
section we report a few pieces of information on the investments for all pension, guaranteed return, and hybrid plans. Note 
that we do not do this for defined contribution plans because they do not operate with centralized investments that would 
incur fees to the retirement system. Instead, defined contribution plans use individual investment accounts that assign fees 
to each member based on the types of investment, strategy, management, and other factors. 
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One major narrative around public pensions centers around the notion that the retirement systems are being fleeced by 
investment managers with overpriced fees or that Wall Street is, in some way, “robbing” plan members of their benefits. 
There is no question there have been many instances of questionable fees paid by many public retirement systems. In some 
cases, financial firms have oversold their capacity to offer high returns. In other cases, financial firms have undersold the 
risk that pension trustees are taking on by giving a portion of a retirement fund portfolio to certain money managers. On a 
meta level, there is an open question about how actively pension fund assets should be managed, since in principle the 
assets are intended for a long-term use case: paying future benefits. 

All of that said, the question of whether public retirement systems are paying too much in fees is one that can be addressed 
directly. We include measures of the assets held, returns, and fees paid by each retirement system included in the RSR to 
illustrate that this particular narrative is likely overblown. High fees or being oversold by ‘Wall Street’ is not a significant 
reason why public retirement systems are, on average, poorly funded. The scale of total pension assets to the size of fees 
being paid is small and the meta narrative usually inappropriately lumps together the complications of fees varying 
considerably by asset class. 

8. DEFAULT INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO (APPLICABLE TO DEFINED CONTRIBUTION AND HYBRID PLANS)

In cases where public employees are enrolled in defined contribution or hybrid plans (that have a defined contribution 
component), it is important to understand whether their retirement savings are being placed in good investment options by 
default, or if they must actively choose the strategy that suits their needs best. Simply put, most plan members do not have 
significant experience with investing and will allow their retirement savings to fall into the default options. As a result, plans 
that have good defaults will provide more retirement security to members. 

For the sake of the RSR, we include information for plan members to learn what the default investment options for their 
defined contribution plan (or defined contribution component of hybrid plans) are. We do not perform any scoring using these 
data points and they do not factor into any of the scored elements of the RSR. 

9. ACCESS TO GUARANTEED LIFETIME INCOME ANNUITIES WITHIN THE PLAN (APPLICABLE TO DEFINED CONTRIBUTION
PLANS)

Annuities provide guaranteed lifetime income. Individuals provide a lump sum of cash up front in exchange for a particular 
promise of certain monthly income. 

Pension plans automatically are designed to produce lifetime income (though many offer lump sum options). Guaranteed 
return plans typically have built in processes to convert account balances into lifetime income upon retirement. But for 
defined contribution plan and any DC plan portion of a hybrid plan, there is often an additional step required to get to lifetime 
income. Any individual enrolled in a defined contribution account can purchase an annuity, either during their working years as 
part of their investment portfolio or upon retirement with a portion (or all) of their account balance. The question this metric 
considers is whether or not such annuities are offered through the state retirement system itself. Such an offering could provide 
seamless service and make the transition from working to retirement more or less the same whether a public employee is enrolled 
in a pension plan or DC plan. 

B2. RETIREMENT BENEFITS SCORE: WORKER TYPES 

Today’s public workforce is a diverse group of individuals that have varied experiences, goals, and, ultimately, career paths. 
Moreover, today’s employees are more mobile than previous generations. And that is not to mention that different jobs 
covered by the same retirement system might have different periods of expected employment duration. As a result, it is 
unreasonable to assume that there is a one-size-fits-all retirement plan that will meet the benefit needs of every public 
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employee equally. In fact, the variation in employee needs and desires means that there will always be tradeoffs that make 
each retirement option better for some workers, but not ideal for others. 

To account for these variances, we have designed the Retirement Benefits Scores to be adaptive based on years of service 
and starting age of employment. The scores are broken up into three main profiles: Short-Term Workers, Medium-Term 
Workers, and Full Career Workers and are measured using a 25-year-old entrant and 40-year-old entrant. We define each 
group as follows: 

• Short-Term Workers are defined as employees who either will or intend to leave their retirement system with 10 or
fewer years of service.

• Medium-Term Workers are defined as employees who either will or intend to leave their retirement system after
serving between 10 and 20 years.

• Full Career Workers are defined as employees who either will or intend to work for 20+ years and are expected to
reach normal retirement eligibility.

Using these three profiles, the RSR examines retirement security using a set of metrics that best reflect the concerns of 
those employees at each stage of their careers.  

1. SHORT-TERM WORKERS

Short-Term Workers represent a wide array of public servants. On one end of the spectrum are those employees who have 
just taken their first steps into a career in public service, while the other end includes nine- and ten-year veterans who are 
stepping away wondering if they will be better served by their decision to explore other career options.  

Short-Term Workers may be those considering career changes or who may relocate out of the retirement system as they 
start a family and shift jobs. These members are more likely to be attentive to the vesting period requirements for a plan or 
the rules pertaining to refunding employee contributions if they leave their retirement system. 

Since define Short-Term Workers as those public employees who will or intend to serve for 10 or fewer years, their priorities 
are very different than those who are expected to remain in their retirement system for a full career. As with any other 
employees at the start of their career, Short-Term Workers are likely less interested in the final value of what their 
retirement benefits could be, and instead should be interested in learning whether they are starting off on a path toward a 
secure retirement income.  

Perhaps most important, Short-Term Workers should value the flexibility and mobility of their benefits, as they contemplate 
what career paths they will take and how to best build their adult lives. As a result, Short-Term Workers will have greater 
interest in vesting and potential mobility of benefits than even the actual value of benefits accrued. 

2. MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS

Medium-Term Workers represent the core veteran employees that have dedicated a meaningful portion of their lives to 
public service, but who either do not spend their entire career enrolled in the same state retirement plan or who leave when 
they are still several years from normal retirement. Since we define Medium-Term Workers as those public employees who 
will or intend to serve for between 10 and 20 years, these members have vested in their retirement benefits and aren’t 
worried about eligibility.  

However, for those who have changing priorities in their mid-career the mobility of their benefits is still a critical concern. 
Like Short-Term Workers they should be concerned with refunding policies.  But, as retirement transforms into a more 
tangible idea, their interest in the quality of the benefits they have earned to this point becomes a more primary focus. They 
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should place a larger premium on the value of the benefits they have accrued (than Short-Term Workers might), as it may be 
worthwhile to leave their credited service in the retirement system to claim when they reach retirement age. 

3. FULL CAREER WORKERS

Full Career Workers represent those who have dedicated their entire careers to public service, spending more than 20 years in their 
retirement systems and who will or intend to reach normal retirement age. While Short-Term and Medium-Term Workers 
value potential mobility plan features, Full Career Workers are close enough to retirement that they should care most about 
the actual end value of their benefits – as they are the most likely to reach normal retirement age. Beyond that, Full Career 
Workers should be interested in other policies related to their retirement – namely early retirement options, employment 
past retirement (if they so choose), payout options for their benefits, and cost-of-living-adjustments. 

B3. RETIREMENT BENEFITS SCORE: ELIGIBILITY 

ELIGIBILITY: VESTING (APPLICABLE TO SHORT-TERM WORKERS) 

Employees want to know when they will be vested into their retirement benefits. There is no formal set of vesting rule 
guidelines that informs all state retirement systems, but there are rules for private sector plans. As a result, we use the 
federal standards for private sector retirement plans (known as ERISA), which specify that employees should be 100% vested 
after 5 years of service, as our benchmark.  

We assign points to each plan based on how many years of service are required to be fully vested in their plan. We also 
account for the differences between “graded vesting,” where a member becomes increasingly vested in their benefits until 
they reach full vesting, and “cliff vesting,” where members are not entitled to benefits until they have reached the full vesting 
point. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = 0-4 years 
4 points = 4-5 years (graded) 
3 points = 4-5 years (cliff) 
2 points = 6 years or more (graded) 

1 point = 6-9 years (cliff) 
0 points = 10 years or more (cliff) 

B4. RETIREMENT BENEFITS SCORE: INCOME ADEQUACY 

INCOME ADEQUACY: BENEFIT VALUE (APPLICABLE TO SHORT-TERM AND MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS) 

One way to assess the adequacy of plan benefits is to compare them against a simplified path to reach a given replacement 
rate. In the case of the RSR, we define a secure retirement income as one that replaces 70% of pre-retirement income at age 
67, when individuals are first eligible for full, unreduced benefits under Social Security. To do this we generate two 
measures: 1) the value of the benefits offered by the plan, and 2) the accrual path that would reach the 70% target at age 67. 

For the value of the plan’s provisions we calculate the net present value of benefits over the course of a member’s career, 
accounting for plan design, contributions, and various other elements using as few assumptions as possible. The result is an 
accrual path that documents what the plan’s benefits are worth after each year is completed. We repeat this process for both 
25- and 40-year-old entrants. These values are then converted using a standardized annuitization function to translate the
total value of benefits into estimates of annual retirement income. These annuitized figures are then converted into
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replacement rates that can then be scored using our scale outlined below. For more details on the modeling of state plans, 
see Appendix C. 

For the target accrual path, our approach is much simpler. While all retirement plans capitalize on the power of compounding 
interest to offer benefits at a reduced present cost, there was no clear design for the threshold that would both account for 
interest while not showing bias toward one plan design or another. As a result, we calculate what 70% of the member’s pre-
retirement income will be using the plan’s designated salary accrual assumptions, and then we draw a straight line from 0% 
at the start of the member’s career to the 70% replacement target. The final result of this approach is a line that reflects an 
equal increase from year-to-year that will eventually reach the 70% target at age 67. From this we can then calculate scores. 
For more details on how we calculate these thresholds, see Appendix C. 

The scoring approach we use is more complicated than the other metrics in the RSR, because of the nature of capturing the 
adequacy of a plan’s benefits. We measure the difference between the accrual lines for the adequacy target path and the 
benefit offerings for the state retirement plan.  

• For Short-Term Workers: We compare these values at 5 and 10 years of service and examine how close the benefits
offered are putting members on a path to reach the replacement rate target. We average scores at the 5-year and
10-year service points and then calculate the score.

• For Medium-Term Workers: We calculate scores at 15 and 20 years of service and then average those to produce the
final benefit score.

Plans are awarded full points if they are keeping employees at or above the replacement rate target, 0 points if they offer no 
value, and partial points if the value of their benefits offered is somewhere between. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

15 points = Benefits meet or exceed the targeted adequacy benchmark  

Partial points = Benefits are less than the target but are greater than zero 

0 points = Benefits are equal to zero 

INCOME ADEQUACY: REPLACEMENT RATE AT RETIREMENT (APPLICABLE TO FULL CAREER WORKERS) 

Retirement plan members want to be on a path to an adequate retirement benefit and secure retirement income. We have 
been assessing the adequacy of benefits for each plan by comparing the value of what a plan member has earned against a 
70% replacement adequacy target. Whereas with Short-Term Workers and Medium-Term Workers we needed to look at the 
path of getting to this stage and how benefits stack up, we can now focus on the final value of benefits offered by a retirement 
plan. 

For Full Career Workers, we score retirement plans based on what the replacement rate provided is at the normal retirement 
age of 67. We chose this age (instead of the normal retirement age designated by a retirement plan) because it is the point 
where a new worker (anyone born after 1960) becomes eligible to retire without any benefit reduction under Social Security. 
This may not be an ideal approach, as many public employees will retire upon reaching normal retirement age. However, by 
withholding our scoring until age 67 we are offering assessments that only run a risk of being more favorable to plans than 

It is easiest to illustrate how this adequacy scoring works using an example: A hypothetical plan offers benefits 
equal to a 3% replacement rate at 5 years of service and 7% at 10 years of service. The adequacy targets are 
5% at 5 years of service and 10% at 10 years of service. In this case, the plan would score 60% for year 5 
(3%/5%) and 70% at year 10 (7%/10%). These are then averaged to give a score of 65%. That final share is 
then multiplied by the 15 available points to produce a score for the plan. The final result in this example is 
that the plan would score 9.75 of the 15 available points (15*0.65). 
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had we scored at normal retirement age. Moreover, while our benefit models technically can show a reduction in the value of 
net present benefits for a plan if normal retirement age is prior to age 67, we address this in our annuitization process where 
we do not allow the annuitized value (and in turn the replacement rate) to decline at any point after reaching normal 
retirement age. 

The benefits of this approach are numerous, but most importantly it ensures comparability against our prior measures of 
adequacy for Short- and Medium-Term Workers. Looking at age 67 allows us to utilize methods that do not offer any 
favoritism toward any plan design while also reflecting what is likely to be the work experience of many public employees, 
who will avoid choosing between two separate retirement dates or just continuing to work until they are ready to finish their 
career.  

Whereas other adequacy measurements are adjusted to account for the fact that they are pre-retirement and without a 
projection on Social Security benefits, this metric accounts for Social Security in both the adequacy target and retirement 
plan benefits. As a rule of thumb, we assume that Social Security will provide a 33% replacement of final average salary. 
Individuals who work their career in a plan without Social Security will not have this added to the value of their retirement 
income. (For more details on the modeling of state plans, calculation of thresholds, or adjustments for Social Security 
enrollment, see Appendix C.) 

To score the Full Career Worker benefits, we apply a similar methodology as for Short- and Medium-Term Workers. Whereas 
the other profiles average the scores between two different year of service milestones, for Full Career Workers we compare 
the benefits against the 70% replacement rate target at age 67. In the event a plan meets or exceeds the target, it receives a 
full 25 available points. If it does not meet the target, then we once again multiply the available points by how well the plan’s 
benefits stack up against the benchmark. 

There are two additional notes to recognize for the Full Career Worker benefit adequacy measure. First, the total number of 
points is higher for this profile than in the other two. This is because Full Career Workers should be most concerned with the 
value of the benefits they have earned. While there are other considerations, namely the COLA policy, they are not weighted 
as much relative to the benefit value assessment. Second, we acknowledge that some public employees may seek to achieve 
a higher replacement rate of retirement income than the adequacy threshold we have identified. This is a case where more 
generous benefits are directly better for public workers. As a result, we offer an additional five potential bonus points if a 
plan’s replacement rate at age 67 exceeds 80% of pre-retirement income. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

25 points = Benefits meet or exceed the 70% target adequacy benchmark at age 67  

0.5 to 24.5 points = Benefits are less than the 70% target adequacy benchmark but are greater than zero 

0 points = Benefits are equal to zero 

+5 bonus points = Benefits meet or exceed an 80% adequacy benchmark at age 67

INCOME ADEQUACY: COLA POLICY (APPLICABLE TO MEDIUM-TERM AND FULL CAREER WORKERS) 

In addition to understanding the replacement value of a plan’s benefits, Medium-Term Workers should be starting to think 
about how long those benefits will last once they retire. That naturally leads to consideration of the cost-of-living 
adjustments (COLA) that are applied to earned benefits for retirees to ensure that their retirement income is not devalued 
over time by inflation and rising expenses. 

There are a variety of COLA designs and benefits offered across public retirement systems; however, the best COLAs are 
ones that are guaranteed to occur and that will, at a minimum, protect members’ benefits from inflation. As a result, 
automatic COLAs that are fixed are a gold standard policy from the perspective of a retiree drawing regular income. COLAs 
that are linked directly to inflation are good as they balance the need for inflation protection of benefits with plan 
sustainability and costs but are not as generous from the perspective of the employee. COLAs that have fixed rate below the 
Federal Reserve’s 2% inflation target are likely to offer less value to retirees than inflation targeted COLAs over time.  
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Meanwhile, COLAs that are linked to the funded status of a retirement plan are good policy from the perspective of plan 
sustainability, but formally are less generous than any of the designs previously mentioned. Retirees may prefer the trade-
offs of ensuring that their retirement plan is fully funded with slightly less inflation adjustment of benefits, and as such they 
may subjectively rate such arrangements higher than the points we’ve ascribed below. That degree of subjectivity and 
balance of trade-offs is one reason that the RSR avoids formal grading of retirement plans and instead provides scores 
among which users can tease out how much any one factor really matters to them to have a more subjective assessment of 
their retirement security. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = Automatic annual COLA at a fixed rate above 2% 

4 points = Automatic annual COLA linked to a measure of inflation 

3 points = Automatic annual COLA at a fixed rate below 2% 

2 points = Automatic annual COLA linked to plan funded status 

1 point = Non-guaranteed/Ad Hoc COLA 

0 points = No COLA

B5. RETIREMENT BENEFITS SCORE: FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY 

For Short-Term Workers there is more to consider than just the value of the benefits they are being provided and when they 
can retire, as both of those are so many years away they are not primary concerns. Labor market mobility is an increasingly 
valued characteristic of younger generations. It is therefore important to also assess how a retirement plan functions as one 
piece in an individual’s career long retirement income saving process.  

For Medium-Term Workers there is an increased focus on the value of the benefits they are being provided when they can 
retire, as they should be fully vested in their retirement systems and may have increased option to defer their benefits until 
they reach normal retirement age. However, we define Medium-Term Workers as those who will or intend to leave their 
retirement system with between 10 and 20 years of service. This means that the flexibility and mobility of their benefits are 
still a very important factor for consideration.  

An important way that any retirement plan contributes to these paths is by allowing workers who do not expect to work a full 
career in the same retirement plan (i.e., they leave before applying for normal or early retirement) to take with them part or 
all of the benefits that they have accrued during their membership in that retirement plan. Note that in this context, by 
“benefit” we mean employer contributions and investment returns on total contributions. Member contributions to their own 
retirement plan are a helpful contributor to retirement savings but should not be defined as a “benefit” because they are 
legally entitled to these funds anyway.  

Our scoring approach is to measure the policies regarding what portion of benefits are refundable upon withdrawal from the 
system, and then separately (see next score in this Flexibility and Mobility category) to measure any interest rate, crediting 
rate, or minimum guarantee investment return rate applied to member contributions (and employer contributions if 
applicable) if individuals seek a refund from their retirement system.  

The specific policies being evaluated for Flexibility and Mobility will vary depending on the plan design. This means that 
traditional pension plans and hybrid plans will be assessed using the refunding policy and crediting interest rate provided. 
Meanwhile, defined contribution plans are examined based on the refunding policy as it relates to a member’s access to 
employer contributions. Guaranteed return plans are measured based on the refunding policy and the minimum guarantee 
being offered for their savings. 
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FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY: REFUNDING POLICY FOR PENSION, GUARANTEED RETURN, AND HYBRID PLANS (APPLICABLE 
TO SHORT-TERM & MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS) 

Under federal law, any individual who is enrolled in a defined benefit plan (e.g., a pension plan or guaranteed return plan) is 
entitled to take out the money they have contributed (on a pre-tax basis) if they leave their job and do not want to become an 
inactive member of the retirement system. Individuals with defined contribution plans also always have access to the money 
they have contributed to an individual account, albeit with specific tax requirements (and assuming they have not had the 
investments in their account decline below the value of contributions).   

What retirement plans can offer, though, is to refund departing individuals more than just member contributions. They can 
offer interest and/or investment returns on member contributions, a portion of employer contributions, and interest and/or 
investment returns on those employer contributions. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = 100% of employer contributions + all employee contributions refunded with interest/returns 

4 points = Share of employer contributions + all employee contributions refunded with interest 

2 points = All employee contributions refunded with interest 

0 points = All employee contributions refunded, without interest 

FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY: REFUNDING POLICY FOR DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS 
(APPLICABLE TO SHORT-TERM & MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS) 

As we noted previously, members enrolled in defined contribution plans have access to their individual retirement account 
balances at any point if they choose to leave their retirement plan. However, many plans still require a member to remain in 
their plan for a set amount of time to receive the employer contributions into their retirement account. In most cases, this 
translates into a graded vesting schedule whereby the member receives a portion of the employer contributions with each 
additional year of service up to a set point where they are “fully vested” and can depart with the total balance available from 
both employee and employer contributions. 

To score this policy we apply a similar scale as we employ for the Eligibility portion of the Short-Term Worker profile, but 
with a greater emphasis on the vesting schedule. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = Immediate vesting of employer contributions 

4 points = Employer contributions vest in one year or less 

3 points = Graded vesting schedule of 3 years or less 

2 points = Graded vesting schedule of 4 to 5 years 

1 point = Graded vesting schedule of 6 to 9 years 

0 points = Graded vesting schedule of 10 years or more 

FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY: CREDITING INTEREST RATE FOR PENSION AND HYBRID PLANS 
(APPLICABLE TO SHORT-TERM & MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS) 

The interest rate offered by a retirement system on refunded contributions in the event of a withdrawal is another key factor 
in determining the mobility of a plan’s benefits. If the interest rate is generous, then it will ensure that the employee will 
depart the system with at least some savings (which could then help them continue saving for retirement). However, if the  
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system does not offer interest or offers a low interest rate, then the member will leave with minimal savings and it will be 
much harder to reach a secure retirement. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = Crediting interest rate is 200 basis points or more (2.0% or more) above the plan’s assumed rate of inflation  

4 points = Crediting interest rate is 100 to 199 basis points (1.0 – 1.99%) above the plan’s assumed rate of inflation  

3 points = Crediting interest rate is equal to the plans assumed rate of inflation or up to 99 basis points (up to 0.99%) higher 

2 points = Crediting interest rate is lower than plan’s inflation assumption, but higher than 0% 

0 points = No credit 

FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY: MINIMUM GUARANTEED INVESTMENT RATE FOR GUARANTEED RETURN PLANS 
(APPLICABLE TO SHORT-TERM & MEDIUM-TERM WORKERS) 

Guaranteed return plans differ from defined contribution plans in that they still offer a defined benefit to their members. This 
benefit comes in the form of the minimum investment return the plan guarantees each member’s retirement account will be 
credited each year, regardless of whether the retirement system’s investments achieve those returns. In cases when the 
plan’s investments perform well, typically there is a policy in place that designates how much of the additional revenue is 
allocated to member accounts, while the guaranteed rate sets the floor for a member’s gains when investment returns are 
poor. 

The minimum rate here is essential for assessing both the value of a guaranteed return plan’s benefits, but also to 
understand the flexibility of those benefits if a member chooses to withdraw. Higher guaranteed return rates mean a 
member’s savings will grow more quickly and will offer more progress on the path toward a secure retirement. Meanwhile, 
lower return rates mean members will have less set aside should they leave. However, assessing these rates is more 
complicated than for the normal crediting rate, as they should be considered relative to both the plan’s assumed rate of 
inflation and the plan’s assumed investment return. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = Minimum guaranteed return rate is 50 basis points or more (0.5% or more) above the plan’s assumed investment 
rate of return 

4 points = Minimum guaranteed return rate is between 150 basis points (1.5%) below and 50 basis points (0.5%) above the 
plan’s assumed investment rate of return  

3 points = Minimum guaranteed return rate is greater than the plan’s assumed rate of inflation, but more than 150 basis 
points (1.5%) below the assumed investment rate of return 

2 points = Minimum guaranteed return rate is greater than 0% but less than the plan’s assumed rate of inflation 

0 points = No minimum rate or a rate equal to 0% 

B6. PLAN SUSTAINABILITY SCORE 

It is also important to evaluate the financial security of the benefit guarantees being made to employees throughout their 
careers. If a plan is not sustainable or otherwise is forced to change benefits over time to address persistent underfunding, 
then it is impossible for public employees to feel secure in their retirement (even though nearly all public retirement benefits 
are constitutionally or legally protected to some degree). 

From the perspective of plan members, the sustainability of a plan is rarely a primary concern. However, if a plan is not 
sustainable, it is possible that the benefits will be changed for new employees, while retirement ages and contribution rates 
can rise for current employees – essentially cutting the benefits they were promised. Retirement systems struggling with 
their funding levels are less likely to offer strong inflation adjustment of benefits and more likely to have the sponsoring state 
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legislature raise contribution rates on existing members (perhaps alongside increasing their own contributions, which 
reduces available state funding for other priorities such as public employee salaries).   

The Retirement Security Report is not intended to provide a comprehensive assessment of retirement plan sustainability. 
However, since sustainability does matter for retirement income security it is important to score a few key metrics alongside 
the Benefits Scores. Our approach here is to offer a few high-level ways for public workers to understand the sustainability 
of their plans. We keep these Sustainability Scores separate from the Benefits Scores, as they ultimately do not have a direct 
effect on whether the benefits promised will provide a secure retirement income, other than the looming threat of policy 
changes or benefit reductions. It is possible to aggregate these Sustainability scores with Benefit Adequacy scores, but we 
have not explored how they might be weighted relative to one another. We believe the separation will both allow users to 
easily set aside these metrics if they are only interested in the benefits side of the equation while also providing them 
important contextual information about the funded status of their plans. 

Plan Sustainability Scores for pension, guaranteed return, and hybrid plans are evaluated out of a possible 27 points. Defined 
contribution plans, by design, do not face issues of sustainability as they cannot incur unfunded liabilities and do not 
guarantee any benefits beyond the immediate contributions. As a result, defined contribution plans do not have Plan 
Sustainability Scores.

IS THE PLAN ON A PATH TO FULL FUNDING? 

While there are very few public retirement systems that are in any near-term danger of becoming insolvent within the next 
10 to 15 years, it is still important for plan members to have a clear understanding of the stability behind the retirement 
benefits they are being guaranteed.  

Defined benefit plans — whether pensions, guaranteed returns, or hybrids — that are not on a near-term path to full funding 
can carry significant unfunded liability amortization costs. This matters for active members of a retirement plan as those 
costs are often partially passed on to them in the form of higher contribution rates and/or reductions in future COLAs (in 
states where this is legal). Poor funded levels also matter for new members of a retirement plan, as their future benefits are 
the most at risk of being affected by rising costs. 

A common metric for assessing funded status is the “funded ratio” of a defined benefit plan. This metric definitely has its 
place in the analysis of sustainability and solvency. We have offered a detailed funded ratio analysis in other elements of our 
research, in particular Equable’s “State of Pensions” analysis reviews funded ratios over time and offers insights on the 
broader funding challenges facing public pensions.  

However, funded ratios have limited uses as their snapshot effect only reflects a single point in time and does not capture 
many other factors that could offer signals about a plan’s sustainability. Some alternative options include investment 
assumptions, prior year funded status, GASB discount rate, pension debt-to-state GDP analysis, and more).  

To assess the overall funding stability of retirement plans we have opted to examine whether the plan is on a path toward full 
funding in the near-term. We do this by asking if they have a significant period of time in their plan to get back to full funding, 
or if they are losing ground with an infinite amortization period. Many plans with 25 to 30 years or longer in their 
amortization schedule are technically in a period of negative amortization, though with a path back to full funding feasible if 
their investment assumptions are realistic (note this analysis does not make a judgment call on negative amortization). Those 
plans that are losing ground, or that have infinite amortization periods, are more troubling, as they do not show a clear path 
to where benefits can be fully guaranteed without causing strain to the underpinning guarantor of the plan (most commonly 
the state). 
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The scores for this measure are based on actuarially accepted best practices (as articulated by the Society of Actuaries Blue 
Ribbon Panel on Public Pension Plan Funding) for how long it should take a plan to amortize its unfunded liabilities. We 
assign points based on the stated amortization period in each plan’s actuarial valuation report. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

5 points = Amortization period of 5 years or less 

4 points = Amortization period of 5 to 15 years 

3 points = Amortization period of 15 to 25 years 

2 points = Amortization period of 25 to 35 years 

1 point = Amortization period longer than 35 years but less than infinite 

0 points = Infinite amortization period or on a path to insolvency as determined by GASB67 reporting 

ARE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYERS PAYING THEIR BILLS? 

Retirement plans generally get funded through contributions (made by members and employers) plus investment returns on 
those contributions. Member contributions are typically automatically withheld from paychecks to ensure the full amount is 
paid in a given year. Employer contributions, however, are frequently funded at the discretion of state legislatures or the 
administering level of government (such as a city or school district). This can lead to issues for plan funding if the 
government sponsoring the retirement plan does not fully pay its   
actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC).  

The ADEC is a contribution rate calculated by plan actuaries who take into account benefit provisions, demographics for a 
plan, and a wide range of assumptions about investment returns, mortality, payroll growth, and more. There is no federal set 
of regulations about how the ADEC is calculated, but the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) provides guidance 
that many states adopt.4 

A natural question that all plan members should want to know is whether their employer is paying the full amount 
determined each year by plan actuaries. To assess this question, we examine contributions made by employers relative to 
their respective ADEC.  We recognize that budgetary pressures can arise that may prevent sponsoring governments and 
employers from paying their full pension bill in a given year, we use an approach that examines the payment of the ADEC 
over a ten-year period to allow for any underpayments to be offset by later overpayment to address unfunded liabilities. 

The target score in this category is 10 points, which would indicate that the state paid its ADEC in full every year. However, 
we use a scoring approach that allows for plans to earn bonus points in years that they overpay the ADEC while losing points 
when they do not pay the full ADEC. As a result, this affords plans the opportunity for their score to catch up using 
overpayments if there were previous years of underpayment. We limit the score here to a maximum of 10 points but also a 
minimum of zero points – as we do not want this metric to have an overwhelming influence on the Sustainability Score as a 
whole. 

We score each year using the rubric detailed below and then sum across the past 10 years (or as many years as possible). 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

+2 points = The ADEC was overpaid for the year (Over 100% paid)

+1 points = The ADEC was paid in full for the year (100% paid)

-1 point = The ADEC was underpaid for the year (99.9% or less paid)

4
Note that up until the past few years, GASB provided guidance about the “annual required contribution” or ARC payment. Recent guidance has slightly 

changed how contribution rates should be calculated and removed the word “required” as it created some legal confusion. For the purposes of our analysis 
here, we will measure the ARC payments up until states switch over to measuring ADEC payments.
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DOES THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM BOARD HAVE SPECIAL TOOLS TO MANAGE THROUGH TOUGH TIMES? 

One element of defined benefit plan designs is the fact that the state or administering government carries the risk of plan 
underfunding (or, more precisely, taxpayers carry the risk of increased costs associated with underfunding). While this 
element of plans largely works in favor of members, as their benefits are guaranteed regardless of budgetary pressures or 
investment performance, funding pressures can affect the sustainability of retirement systems, lead to increased costs on 
active members, reduce inflation adjustments for retirees, and in extreme cases raise threats of insolvency. 

Risk-sharing tools are ways that retirement system trustees and legislatures are able to distribute the gains or costs that 
might arise related to investment experience, contribution policies, or changes to benefits. It is particularly important for 
retirement systems to have these kinds of tools available to help balance the sustainability of a fund in the case of a sharp 
economic shock.  

This is strategy has proven beneficial in other contexts, such as the various Canadian retirement systems, as the shared risk 
creates an environment where plans are more sustainable and better funded overall. This is because plan members are 
more actively engaged in ensuring their plans are fully funded and sustainable – both because they have more at risk 
(typically through increased contributions or reduced COLAs) and because it can ensure their benefits are secure. 

A long-standing risk-sharing tool used by the Wisconsin Retirement System uses a variable benefit structure. The retirement 
system board can increase pension benefits in years where investment returns are strong and decrease them in bad times—
but no further than a fixed floor. During the market increases between 2001 and 2008, benefits steadily increased. And then 
after the financial crisis, the retirement system board was able to maintain the overall funded status of the pension plan by 
slightly reducing benefits for a few years. This tool spread the risks of an economic shock across both taxpayers and 
retirees.  

Another common risk-sharing tool is automatic contribution rate increases. A number of retirement systems have policies 
built in that will ratchet up contribution rates on active members and government employers if they are necessary because of 
changes to actuarial assumptions about mortality, adjustments to payroll growth expectations, or downturns with 
investments.  

Guaranteed return plans inherently include risk-sharing mechanisms because there is a system for sharing investment gains 
above whatever rate of return is promised by the retirement plan. Hybrid plans also can be considered risk-sharing tools by 
default because part of the investment risk is put on taxpayers/employers (the pension portion of a benefit and part of the 
investment risk is put on members (the defined contribution plan or guaranteed return plan portion of the benefit).  

Other risk-sharing tools that are measured for this score include: automatically adjusted cost-of-living adjustments that are 
based on the funded status of a pension plan; and automatically adjusted cost-of-living adjustments that are based on 
investment returns. 

As these sorts of risk-sharing policies are relatively new and can vary widely, we apply a simple scoring approach. In cases 
where a plan does not have any risk-sharing policies, we award the plan zero points. However, if any risk-sharing policies 
are in place, the plan receives two points. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

2 points = The plan includes risk-sharing policies or employs a plan design with risk-sharing elements 

0 points = The plan does not have any risk-sharing policies 

ARE THE PLAN’S INVESTMENTS EARNING WHAT THEY SHOULD? 

Retirement plans generally get funded through contributions (made by members and employers) plus investment returns on 
those contributions. The most important assumption that retirement system trustees (and occasionally legislatures) make 
with respect to ensuring long-term sustainability is the assumed rate of return on investments. When assumptions about 
returns are overly optimistic, it increases the likelihood that the plan’s actual investment earnings will fail to meet the mark, 
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meaning that contribution rates will have to increase to make up the difference. Moreover, missed investment targets lead to 
losses that can result in unfunded liabilities (which can then also lead to higher contribution rates as the plan needs to catch 
up). 

A natural question that all plan members should want to know is whether their retirement plan is earning the necessary 
investment revenue needed to be sustainable over the long-term. Plans whose investments provide sufficient earnings to 
meet their designated funding assumptions will be more likely to achieve full funding and long-term stability without 
increasing contribution rates. Meanwhile, plans whose investments cannot consistently achieve their assumed returns are 
more likely to accumulate unfunded liabilities, struggle to pay down any pension debt, and are generally less stable. 

The assumed rate of return is a long-term measure that accounts for the fact that there will be up years and down years in the 
marketplace. As such, it is inappropriate to view a single year’s return (good or bad) as a bellwether of the retirement plan’s 
sustainability.  

Similarly, looking at the 10-year average return in any one year also has limitations, as depending on the specific decade being 
measured the average could fluctuate considerably as one year of good or bad returns rolls off the front end or back end of the 
window of time being averaged. Averages can be useful when multiple timeframes are being considered, or when looking at an 
average return on a rolling period of time. However, scoring such rolling averages does not fit the approach of the RSR. 

To assess the investment performance of a retirement system in a way that is both intuitive and reasonable, our scoring approach 
looks at the last decade of returns. Specifically, we measure fiscal years 2010 to 2019 — meaning we are not including either the 
Great Recession or market volatility caused by Covid-19. We look at the annual investment performance for each plan over the 
course of 10 years and score the plan based on the number of years in which the investment returns were able to achieve (or 
exceed) their assumed returns. 

It is unlikely for any plan to exceed their assumed returns every year, but we have designed our scoring system to account for this 
and to reward overperformance. The target score here is 10 points, as that would mean that the plan’s investments earned the 
amount it assumed (or, in the case of over- and under-performance, 10 points would mean the plan overperformed its 
assumption more than it underperformed). But bonus points are available for any years of strong investment performance. If a 
plan earned its assumed return every year exactly it would score 10 points in this category. Using our rubric, a plan could earn up to 
20 points if their returns exceeded assumptions every year, but we cap the total points here at 10.  

We score each of the 10 years’ returns relative to the plan assumptions and then take the sum of those scores to produce the 
eventual score for the plan. 

It is worth pointing out that retirement systems with variable benefit designs or other risk-sharing tools are less dependent 
on getting their investment return assumptions correct every single year. Other sections of the RSR account for this. 

SCORING RUBRIC: 

+2 points = Investment returns in a given year were 50 basis points or more (0.5% or more) higher than the plan’s assumed
investment rate of return

+1 points = Investment returns in a given year were within 50 basis points (0.5%) of the plan’s assumed investment rate of
return in either direction

-1 point = Investment returns in a given year were 50 basis points more (0.5% or more) lower than the plan’s assumed
investment rate of return
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B7. EQUABLE ASSESSMENTS OF PLAN SCORES 

In addition to offering a purely technical Benefit Adequacy Score, one objective of the RSR is to offer an intuitive, 
approachable assessment of the benefits offered by each public retirement plan. Recognizing the subjective nature of this 
process, we opted for a simple, but robust approach for reaching our Equable Assessments for each of our worker type 
profiles (and retirement plans more generally, as outlined in the paper).  

Plans that receive less than 50% of the available points receive an assessment of “do not serve workers well.” This is 
justified because the Income Adequacy score composes roughly half of the available points for Retirement Benefit Scores. A 
plan with a low-to-medium score when it comes to adequacy could still score quite well if they employ the other policies or 
design features that are highlighted in our other metrics.  

Plans that score between 50% and 75% of the available points receive an assessment of “serve workers moderately well.” 
This assessment is intended to indicate that the benefit offerings from that plan are not terrible from a worker perspective. In 
many cases these workers are on a path toward a secure retirement income adequacy even if other features like refunding 
rates and inflation adjustment are poor. In other cases, plans carry strong refunding policies and eligibility policies, but with 
lower income adequacy scores.  

Plans that score 75% or more of the available points receive an assessment of “serve workers well.” This is intended to 
benchmark the retirement plans that are doing a good job at providing a path toward a secure retirement income for each of 
our worker profiles.  

Our upper bound measurement of assessment could be viewed as very conservative, as there is a reasonable difference 
between scoring 23 points out of 30 and 30 out of 30. Other subjective measures might say scoring 90%+ of available points 
is “excellent” or could say that this is the minimum threshold to be considered “serving members well.” The reality is that 
there is no perfectly objective way to draw this measurement. 

What is important is that these assessments are not benchmarking plans against each other or grading on a curve. We’ve 
designed a methodological approach for scoring all plans, developed a threshold measurement of adequate retirement 
income, and assess all retirement plans based on those standardized benchmarks. To the degree that any of our scoring 
rubrics are considered overly “harsh” in determining the number of points earned by metric, this assessment approach is 
more generous in its analysis of retirement plans in their entirety.  
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Appendix C. Modeling Methodology 

In this appendix we will walk through the assumptions, data, and processes that we used to calculate benefits offered by 
each retirement plan and the 70% replacement target adequacy thresholds. In an effort to provide transparency on both of 
these processes, as it is the core of the RSR, we will also post the source data files and scripts (in both Stata and R) that were 
used to produce these benefit estimates and the target thresholds. Those files will be made available both on our website 
and through GitHub. 

C1. DATA SOURCES 

All data used in our benefit models are derived from publicly available documents published by state retirement systems. 
Usually, these include actuarial valuations, comprehensive annual financial reports, audited financials, experience studies, 
and member handbooks. All reasonable efforts were made to ensure that all benefit data were drawn from contemporary 
materials that offered information as of Fiscal Year 2019, as that was the most recent year of complete data available for 
many plans (both financial and otherwise). 

Before doing original data collection work, we first reviewed a secondary source of benefit provision data: the State and Local 
Employee Pension Plan (SLEPP) Database from the Urban Institute (available here). These data include most pension plans 
broken out by benefit tier and list hire dates, occupations, and a variety of data points related to the benefits offered to 
members of public pensions. The data had not been updated for the past five fiscal years and were missing roughly half of 
the plans in our dataset, once we factored in all hybrid plans, guaranteed return plans, and defined contribution plans within 
our scope. We thoroughly reviewed, confirmed, and corrected all of the SLEPP data while going through the process of 
adding variables and plans to the underlying dataset. Our completed Equable benefit design dataset for pensions has roughly 
a quarter of the original SLEPP information, after accounting for additions, corrections, and focus on only plans available to 
new hires as of fiscal year ending 2021. 

The Equable research team then reviewed the existing plans and identified the different occupations covered by each plan. 
These occupations were then compared against the mortality tables that would be used for our modeling and, in cases where 
necessary, new “plans” were designated to address each occupation that would require different mortality assumptions. For 
example, if a plan initially was recorded in our data covering “all employees” we examined to assess whether it would cover 
public safety personnel in addition to general employees. Because we utilize different mortality assumptions for public 
employees than for general employees, if the plan did cover public safety personnel as well, we would separate that plan into 
two versions – one for general employees and one for public safety employees. This process was also repeated for public 
school teachers. 

The final step in the data collection process involved the identification and collection of benefit data related to defined 
contribution plans. We note that most guaranteed return and hybrid plans were already captured in the process of building 
out our own internal Equable data. To identify the population of available defined contribution plans Equable’s research team 
reviewed the websites for each public retirement system across the country to discern whether a defined contribution plan 
was offered (noting that most systems that operate defined contribution plans either currently offer a pension plan or offered 
one in the past). This review identified a total of 49 defined contribution plans to be included in our analyses. 

The end result of this process was the compilation of full benefit data for a total of 335 plans currently available to new hires 
and the collection of rudimentary data for 435 legacy and municipal plans that will be added to the RSR in future iterations. 
Broken out by plan, there are a total of 220 pension plans, 49 defined contribution plans, 18 guaranteed return plans, and 48 
hybrid plans among the 335 active new hire plans. Among the legacy and largest municipal plans there are 421 additional 
pension plans, one defined contribution plan, and 13 hybrid plans that are no longer offered to new hires. 
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C2. MAJOR OVER-ARCHING ASSUMPTIONS 

With our benefit data in hand, the next challenge was to identify the areas where we would need to make assumptions 
needed to build a benefit model that could be generalizable across each plan design and context. The simplifying 
assumptions we identified are as follows: 

• We assume all plan members to be new, female entrants that enter at either age 25 or age 40.
o This decision was made to reduce the variation in mortality rates required to estimate plan benefits.

• We assume all entrants will start their positions at the average salary for 25- and 40-year-old plan members with 0
years of service as reported in plan actuarial valuation reports.
o In cases where average salary data were not reported in actuarial valuation reports, we utilized external data.

For instance, Florida Retirement System lists very few teachers in their member data, such that we have reason
to question the accuracies of the salaries being reported. To address this, average starting salary data were
located and obtained from the Florida Department of Education website.

• We assume all salary increases will follow the accrual paths assumed by each respective retirement system as
reported in their actuarial valuation reports.
o We recognize that the experience of each member will likely differ from those set forth in the valuation reports;

however, in the absence of more accurate applied data recording the merit and wage inflation increases in each
retirement system, we rely on the same data the plan actuaries use when estimating plan liabilities and
contribution rates.

• We assume that all members will not utilize any early retirement options. Instead, members will work until reaching
eligibility for unreduced normal retirement.
o This decision was made to simplify the calculation of benefit values, as early retirement reductions can add

numerous layers of complexity to those calculations. Future iterations of the RSR may feature the addition of
early retirement to provide more accurate benefit estimates.

o For pension, guaranteed return, and hybrid plans, this means that members are modeled as reaching normal
retirement eligibility. For defined contribution plans we assume members to work until age 67, the age at which
one can claim an unreduced benefit from Social Security.

While there are other minor assumptions made in our modeling, these are the largest, most-impactful decisions that were 
made at the front-end of the process. Each additional assumption or generalization will be explained as we move forward. 

C3. MORTALITY RATES 

One necessary component to our benefit modeling beyond the benefit data described above are the mortality rates for public 
employees. While retirement systems vary widely in terms of the mortality assumptions they draw upon for their valuations, 
we opted to identify a single set of mortality rates for the RSR. After consulting with multiple actuaries and several other 
subject experts, we were directed to use the PUB-2010 mortality rates, as they reflected what the actuaries believed to be 
the most accurate, current rates. 

As a result, we compiled the PUB-2010 rates for three different classes of public employees – General Employees, Teachers, 
and Public Safety Employees. We collected the rates for new female entrants for each of these three groups and then 
designated which occupations would fall into each mortality category. 

These mortality rate data were then used to calculate survival rates and life expectancies that could then be applied to our 
models. For more detail on how these were calculated, please contact the authors. 
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C4. PENSION PLAN BENEFIT MODELING 

With our mortality rates, benefit data, and assumptions in place. It was possible to estimate the net present value of benefits 
for each pension plan in the RSR. This process utilized the following steps: 

• We began by calculating an adjusted survival probability that applies each plan’s respective discount rate. This
was then converted into an annuity factor that accounts for the COLA and allows for an accurate adjustment to
the estimated pension wealth that results from the simple pension benefit formula.

o Note these adjustments included the application of different formulas depending on whether the COLA
offered by the plan is a simple COLA (that adjusts benefits based on the initial value of the pension at
retirement) or a compounding COLA (that adjusts benefits based on the value of the pension in the prior
year).

• After calculating the annuity factor, we estimated the value of employee and employer contributions over the
course of a member’s full career from age 25/40 up to age 70 using the reported fiscal 2019 member and
employer normal cost contribution rates and each year’s estimated salary.

o It was at this point that we applied any limits that would define the maximum pensionable salary. In
cases where the maximum pensionable salary is defined by the plan, we apply that limit. In cases where
there is no limit, we apply the $230,000 cap designated by the IRS.5

• From this point we calculated the final average salaries (FAS) for each plan using the benefit formulas provided
by the valuation reports. In cases where a non-integer number of years are applied, we rounded the value up to
the next year.

o For instance, if the FAS formula averages the last 30 months (2.5 years), we round that up to 3 years.
This decision is entirely driven by the annual nature of the salary data that made it overly complex to
correctly estimate partial-year FAS values for the relatively few plans that do not use whole year totals
in their FAS formulas.

• Then we calculated the simple pension wealth using the benefit formulas defined in each respective pension
plan’s actuarial valuation reports. Note that we did include adjustments to account for plans that employ
multiple multipliers that vary by years of service.

• Using the simple pension wealth and the annuity factors we then calculated pension benefits that account for
mortality assumptions, discount rates, and COLAs.

o Note that pension wealth is also adjusted at this point to provide the greater value of either a) employee
contributions plus the crediting interest rate, or b) the net adjusted pension wealth.

o The final adjustment is to adjust the composite pension wealth measure for inflation, such that each
year’s value reflects the true net pension value accounting for all other confounding factors.

For a more detailed breakdown of the formulas used to calculate each step of this process, please reference either the 
scripts that compile these data or contact the authors for additional details. 

5 IRS Defined Benefit Pensionable Salary Cap: The IRS puts a cap on the amount of salary that can be used in the calculation of a defined benefit pension. For 
the calendar year 2002 this amount was $160,000. For the calendar year 2021 this amount was $230,000. The IRS periodically adjusts this number up to 
account for inflation. While there is no strict cost-of-living adjustment, over the past two decades on average the cap has been moved up 1.5% a year, always 
in $5,000 increments. Since the growth in the cap at 1.5% a year is sometimes less than $5,000, the IRS doesn’t always adjust the cap every year. For the 
purposes of the RSR modeling, we projected growth in the IRS defined benefit limit to pensionable compensation using a 1.5% annual inflation adjustment, 
but we didn’t attempt to keep the steps to just $5,000 increments. The net effect is that the cap grows at about 30% every two decades.  
This adjustment ensures that as our model projects the growth in salary for a new entrant over the next 35+ years that we don’t overestimate the size of 
their future benefit. States have various approaches to how they deal with highly compensated employees who reach this threshold, but since our model is 
looking at an average employee, we do not need to account for them.
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DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN BENEFIT MODELING 

For defined contribution plans the process involves calculating both employer and employee contributions and then applying 
a base interest rate assumption for how quickly those combined totals will grow from year-to-year. For these plans we 
assume the DC benefits will accumulate interest equal to the retirement system’s assumed rate of investment returns for a 
related pension plan, minus 100 basis points (1.0%) under the assumption that DC plans do not enjoy the same institutional 
advantages as the broader retirement system when it comes to managing the investments to maximize gains.6 

For each year the defined contribution plan wealth is equal to the employer and employee contributions plus the prior year’s 
benefit wealth multiplied by the interest assumption. 

GUARANTEED RETURN PLAN BENEFIT MODELING 

While guaranteed return plans are a type of defined benefit plan, the process to estimate their benefits for the purposes of 
the RSR is far more akin to that of defined contribution plans than pension plans. To estimate GR benefits we use the same 
process as for DC plans, but with a few minor modifications. 

For GR plans we use the guaranteed rate of investment return offered by the plan with a minor adjustment to account for 
each plan’s investment upside sharing policies. Specifically, we assume the GR plans will earn the retirement system’s 
assumed rate of investment return and then calculate the upside share beyond the base guaranteed rate. In cases where the 
upside is clearly defined at a fixed rate, we simply calculate the fixed amount that would be added to the base rate and apply 
that as the interest rate for the benefit calculation (for example, a plan that guarantees a 4% return with 2/3rds upside share, 
and that assumes a 7% return, will yield a 6% return for the purposes of modeling GR benefit accumulation). In cases where 
gain sharing policies are variable or determined by a board of trustees, we assume there will be a 3/4th share on the upside 
returns, and then apply that to the same methodology approach for fixed gain sharing rates. 

HYBRID PLAN BENEFIT MODELING 

Hybrid models are, by definition, a combination of a defined benefit plan (typically a pension) and either a defined contribution 
plan or a guaranteed return plan. To model these plan benefits, we simply apply the methodologies outlined in the preceding 
pages for each respective plan type and then sum them at the end to give a total benefit value prior to adjusting for inflation. 

C5. NET PRESENT VALUE BENEFIT ESTIMATES 

The result of the processes outlined in this section are a set of benefit adjustments unique to each of the 335 plans included 
in the RSR. Each plan’s benefit estimates reflect the plan’s benefit policies, plan assumptions, mortality assumptions, COLAs, 
and inflation adjustments to provide the most accurate benefit estimate currently available. We note that these generalized 
model results can be adjusted further using more pointed data provided by retirement systems or including additional 
features as needed; however, as those added refinements were not necessary for the RSR, we utilize this streamlined 
approach. 

6
For example, Michigan Public School Employees’ Retirement System’s defined contribution plan is assumed to earn a 5% return over time, 100 basis 

points below the 6% assumed rate of return for the Pension Plus 2 plan managed by the same retirement system. All public sector DC plans in our dataset 
are optional and related to active pension plans or hybrid plans, with the exception of plans in Alaska, Arizona, and Oklahoma. For each of these exceptions 
there is a legacy pension plan from which we derive the comparative assumed rate of return.
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ANNUITIZATION 

The result of our benefit models is a set of net present value estimates for each retirement plan included in the RSR. 
However, net present value is not an intuitive measure to understand, both because it reports the total value of the benefit 
(which can often be large numbers that might raise suspicion) and because net present value can decline after a member 
reaches normal retirement – as the number of years of potential benefit payments declines, so too can the value of the 
benefit. In fact, this is the case for 49 plans in our data, where the net present value of benefit is lower at age 67 (when we 
score the value of benefits relative to our 70% replacement target) than they would be at normal retirement (as defined by 
plan provisions). 

To address any concerns over the use of net present value and to translate estimated benefits into a more intuitive measure, 
we apply a standard annuitization process to produce what the estimated annual benefit would be for each plan. While 
pensions are, by definition, an annuity, guaranteed return plans, hybrid plans, and defined contribution plans are not as easily 
understood. With this in mind, we take the estimated net present value for each plan and apply the same annuitization 
transformation to avoid any potential plan design bias. 

To calculate the annuitized benefit we assume all plans to buy into an annuity that has a 3.6% growth parameter and then we 
calculate an annuitization rate that varies from plan-to-plan based on their own inflation assumption. We assume all plans 
will provide annuitized benefits until age 86, but adjust the total number of annual payments made by each plan’s normal 
retirement age. 

For example, Alabama Employees Retirement System Regular Employees Tier 2 is the first plan in our data, sorted 
alphabetically. The estimated net present value of benefits for the plan at age 62, the normal retirement age for a 25-year-
old entrant, is $124,462.20. To annuitize this total, we multiply that by the annuitization rate (which includes the plan’s 2.75% 
inflation rate assumption) and then annuitize it over 24 years. The result is an estimated annuitized benefit of $5,739.11. 

REPLACEMENT RATES 

Once we have calculated an annuitized benefit value, we then convert that into a replacement rate using an inflation-adjusted 
calculated final average salary (or just final salary for defined contribution plans). 

In the case of Alabama ERS Regular Tier 2, the $5,739.11 annual annuity benefit would be divided by the inflation adjusted 
FAS of $41,567.97 to translate into a 13.81% replacement rate. While this value may seem low, we note that at this point we 
do not account for the value of Social Security Income, which will reduce the 70% replacement target as outlined in the 
following sections. 

As one last point on annuitization, we note that while the net present value of benefits for a plan can, and frequently do, 
decline in the years following normal retirement eligibility. This is the result of several factors, most notably being any 
remaining expected salary increases, the value of any COLA, and the number of payments the member is expected to receive. 
However, unlike the net present value of a benefit, an annuitized benefit cannot decrease. Annuities represent guaranteed 
annual income purchased from a third party (or provided by a retirement system). As such, as part of our annuitization, we 
check to see whether the value of the annuitized net present value will decline from year-to-year. In the event that the 
annuitized value is expected to decline, we instead replace that value observed to that point. In practical terms this freezes 
benefits at their highest possible value and holds them at that point until reaching age 67, at which point the maximum value 
of a plan’s benefits can then be compared against our 70% replacement rate target. 

OTHER MODELING CONSIDERATIONS 

Our approach to scoring Full career adequacy at age 67 is past the normal retirement age for many of the plans in the RSR. In 
cases where the value of the benefit might decline following normal retirement, we hold the value of the benefit fixed. In 
cases where the value of the benefit will continue to accrue with additional years of service (either through continued salary 
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increases or additional years of service applied to the benefit formula), we allow those benefits to continue to accrue to age 
67. This, if anything, offers an even more favorable assessment of many plans than they might receive if we were to assess
their benefit offerings relative to a 70% replacement target at normal retirement age.

This is especially relevant for some public safety plans that are designed with early retirement ages such that members do 
not have to work past ages 55 or 57, which would be very early compared to other plans. While we use age 67 for the scoring 
of Full career workers, we adjust for the potential loss of benefit value using the approach outlined above. Specifically, once a 
member reaches normal retirement age, we estimate a recursive process for the annuitized value such that if the value were 
to decline from one year to the next, we instead report the prior year’s value. What this does is essentially force a plateau of 
annuitized benefit value (and replacement rates) as we assume that all plan members will claim the highest possible value of 
their benefits for the sake of measuring their adequacy. 

At no point in the estimation of benefits or annuitization of those estimates do we include adjustments for Social Security 
Income or any potential prior savings (in the case of 40-year-old entrants). To address those items we adjust the adequacy 
target threshold as outlined in the next section. 

We engaged in thorough review of these estimates including multiple rounds of peer review with both actuaries and 
quantitative retirement experts with other research institutions. In each case we solicited their feedback regarding the 
simplifying assumptions we have adopted and the basic mathematical approach we have applied to modeling benefits. After 
receiving their feedback, we adjusted our methodology accordingly to ensure that our models would provide a clear, 
unbiased, objective estimate of the benefits offered by each plan. 

We also engaged in several rounds of sensitivity analyses and stress-testing to explore the potential implications for any 
changes to our modeling or broader methodology. For additional information regarding the specifics of these robustness 
checks, please contact the authors.  

C6. ACCOUNTING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY WHERE RELEVANT 

Social Security income typically provides up to 40% replacement rate on average career income, and between 20% and 33% 
of income in the few years before retirement. For the purposes of this analysis, we assume that Social Security will provide 
33% of the replacement rate goal for individuals who are enrolled in the federal program.  

The reason we assume a replacement rate of less than 40% from Social Security is due largely to the fact that their 
estimates are based on the average career income, not the final average salary. In the case of Social Security, this means 
that benefits are based on the final 30 or 35 years of income, as opposed to the three to five years in final average salary 
calculations. To address this discrepancy, we reduce the assumed replacement rate of Social Security benefits to 33% as 
opposed to 40%. In a future update of the Retirement Security Report we will expand our modeling to estimate the specific 
benefits offered by Social Security over the course of a member’s career based on their career trajectory and retirement 
benefits (which might be subject to the Windfall Elimination Provision) as opposed to assuming a fixed replacement rate. 

One result of our approach is that the replacement rate target will vary from plan-to-plan according to the Social Security 
enrollment status of plan members. In cases where members are NOT enrolled in Social Security, we examine to see 
whether the retirement system offers benefits sufficient to reach a 70% replacement rate. However, in cases where 
members are enrolled in Social Security, the target replacement rate that retirement systems would need to reach is the 
initial 70% replacement rate adequacy target minus the assumed 33% replacement rate from Social Security. As a result, 
those plans operate with a 37% replacement rate target for their benefits. We apply this approach regardless of whether the 
state retirement plan is a pension plan, defined contribution plan, hybrid plan, or guaranteed return plan.  

Obviously, different replacement rate targets will have larger or smaller demands on state retirement systems to make up 
the gap above Social Security. Many state retirement plans assume that an individual is providing their own savings to make 
up the gap above Social Security benefits — though for the purposes of our scoring we are not factoring in any personal 
savings, with one key exception. In an effort to provide a more thorough assessment of retirement benefits we examine the 
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adequacy of benefits for both 25-year-old and 40-year-old entrants to the retirement system. In the case of 40-year-old 
entrants, we assume that they have prior retirement savings that further augment the final replacement target for our 
adequacy threshold.  

C7. MODELING RETIREMENT BENEFIT ADEQUACY 

Beyond modeling the estimated retirement benefits for each of the plans included in the RSR, the next looming challenge was 
to generate an estimated benchmark to compare plans against. However, this challenge loomed for both technical and non-
technical reasons.  

On a technical front, the question of what a reasonable accrual path that would reach our 70% replacement rate target at age 
67 is not an easy one. We explored numerous options ranging from using types of defined contribution accrual models with 
varying assumed returns on benefits to the straight-line accrual method we ultimately adopted. In each of the approaches we 
tried prior to the current version we found that our efforts to incorporate interest accruals into the accumulation of the 
adequacy target made the overall assessment of the benefits offered by each plan overly sensitive to whatever we assumed 
for interest rate for the adequacy line. When we reached a 0% estimated interest (which is wholly unrealistic), we recognized 
the better technical approach was to simply estimate a straight line from a starting point of 0% replacement at the start of 
the member’s career to the end target, which itself was quite variable depending on whether we were adjusting for Social 
Security Income or savings prior to a member’s entry, as is the case for 40-year-old entrants. 

On a more practical front, we identified that any effort to build a threshold that included an interest component to the 
adequacy benchmark would ultimately result in favoritism toward a particular plan design. Given that we want to offer an 
objective assessment of each plan’s benefits, regardless of the underlying plan design, we opted to take an approach that 
does not account for interest.  

As a result of these considerations, the adequacy benchmark used for scoring Short- and Medium-term workers during their 
careers reflects a somewhat unrealistic target, as it is unlikely that a plan will provide benefits sufficient to keep pace with 
the benchmark. However, the benchmark we use offers a truly objective, intuitive measure that all plans can be compared 
against regardless of plan design, policies, or other considerations. 

BUILDING THE BENCHMARK 

The process by which we calculate our 70% replacement target benchmark is relatively straight-forward and simple, 
especially when considered against the complexity of the benefit modeling. For any given plan we begin this process by 
calculating the inflation-adjusted final average salary (or final salary in the case of defined contribution plans) and then 
multiply that total by 0.7. The result of this process is a replacement rate target in inflation-adjusted dollars, against which 
the annuitized benefit totals can be compared. 

Once we have our final replacement target, the next challenge is to calculate the accrual curve that will take a member from 
0% at entry age to 70% at age 67. This is done by breaking the final average salary/replacement rate and simply breaking it 
into equal pieces depending on entry age – this works out to 42 equal steps for 25-year-old entrants or 27 equal steps for 40-
year-old entrants. 

This process becomes complicated, however, by the need to adjust for Social Security and starting savings, in the case of 40-
year-old entrants. The process by which we address each of these items is detailed below. 
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ADJUSTING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

For the members of retirement systems that are NOT enrolled in Social Security there is no need to adjust their adequacy 
accrual beyond the steps outlined above. In those cases it is up to their retirement plan to provide benefits that would reach a 
target replacement rate of 70% for a secure retirement income. 

However, for those who are enrolled in Social Security, we need to adjust our expectations for the benefits that will be 
provided by their retirement plan. As stated previously, we assume that Social Security will provide income equal to a 33% 
replacement rate of their final average salary (for a more detailed discussion of this please see the Social Security item in 
Appendix B).  

The way we account for this added retirement income in our assessment is to adjust the final 70% replacement rate target 
down by 33%, reducing it to a target of 37%. This new, lower target reflect the total amount of a member’s final average 
salary that their retirement plan will be responsible for providing. 

From a technical perspective, this then requires a minor adjustment to the accrual curve. Instead of dividing the 70% 
replacement into equal steps, we now parse the reduced 37% target into equal steps following the same process outlined 
above. 

Note that we use these reduced thresholds and the raw estimated benefit totals for the sake of scoring. We do not want the 
scores for those plans to be driven primarily by Social Security, which is what would happen if 33% were to be added to the 
benefit replacement rates and threshold. 

Also note that for the sake of the graphical analyses offered in the RSR, we display Social Security Income with the benefit 
estimates so that all figures start at 0% and reach 70% at age 67. In this case we have simply adjusted the benefits and 
threshold by parsing the 33% from Social Security into equal parts in the same fashion as we sub-divide the threshold 
outlined above, and then add that Social Security value to both the benefit and threshold each year. 

ADJUSTING FOR STARTING SAVINGS 

For 25-year-old entrants we assume that members enter their position with no prior savings, as most recent college 
graduates or very early career workers are unlikely to have accumulated a significant nest egg. However, this is not the case 
for 40-year-old entrants, who have worked almost half of their career in another position prior to entering their retirement 
plan. 

It is difficult to ascertain how much the average 40-year-old has set aside for retirement. It is very likely that there is a 
significant amount of variation that could be attributed to the prior jobs held, lifestyle, family status, and more. However, for 
the sake of the RSR, we need to have some estimate to apply to our thresholds, otherwise all 40-year-old entrants will simply 
score lower than 25-year-old entrants across the board due to having fewer years of service available before reaching age 
67. 

To identify a universal starting savings, we adopt a generous, simple approach. We look to the 70% replacement target 
accrual path for a 25-year-old entrant and identify the target replacement rate that they would be expected to have by age 
40. This replacement rate is then applied to the 40-year-old entrant’s final salary target to produce a dollar estimate of what
their starting savings should be. This is then converted into a replacement rate that can be used to adjust the threshold.

The adjustment for starting savings is the same as we apply for Social Security Income, only, the application of starting 
savings can result in the eventual end replacement rate target lowering even further below the 37% for Social Security 
enrolled members. For instance, a 40-year-old entrant to Alabama ERS Regular Tier 2 has a starting savings of 13.21%, 
meaning that the eventual replacement target is reduced even further from the 37% to 23.79%. 

For the sake of scoring, we do not include the starting savings in the estimate of plan benefits and we do not adjust the 
threshold up to include them either. Instead the scoring is the result of comparing this reduced target threshold against the 
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benefit estimate. However, for graphical representation we also adjust for these starting savings in the same fashion as 
outlined in the Social Security section above. 

From a non-technical perspective, an argument could be made that a 40-year-old entrant is unlikely to have accumulated 
enough savings prior to starting their position in public service to be on the threshold accumulation line from a 25-year-old 
entrant. We recognize this point, but without any empirical guidance to what a more reasonable starting savings adjustment 
would be (or what share of this initial starting savings would be a workable total), we have opted to provide the more 
generous approach. 

To this end, we have performed sensitivity analyses to see how much the starting savings have impacted the benefit scores 
across plans and find that, on average, 40-year-old entrants appear to be scoring roughly two points higher for Short- and 
Medium-term worker benefit adequacy scores. We acknowledge that this is likely the result of the starting savings; however, 
as it biases our results toward a more positive assessment of plans, we have opted to maintain this approach. 

ESTIMATING 60% AND 80% BENCHMARKS 

For the graphical presentation of the RSR we have also included 60% and 80% benchmarks. To calculate these we use the 
same processes outlined in the preceding pages, but instead use end targets of 60% and 80%, respectively. These do not 
factor into the scoring or assessments of any plan and instead are only calculated for the sake of presentation. 

Note the target used to award bonus points to Full career worker profiles for plans that provide more than 80% replacement 
rate in benefits does not entail the calculation of a full accumulation path. Rather, those points are awarded entirely based on 
whether the age 67 replacement rate of benefits is above 80% or not. 
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Appendix D. Definition of Worker Group Types 

Public pension plans typically publish within their actuarial valuations or periodic experience studies an estimation on the 
probability of termination for members of the retirement system. These are often broken down by age and years of service. 
We collected this data for all of the public pension plans in the RSR dataset, and Figure D1 shows the average turnover 
pattern projected for a new, 25-year-old entrant into public service:   

• the yellow bold line shows the average turnover pattern for all public workers combined;
• the shaded area behind the line shows the range from slowest turnover pattern by 10 years of service (Pennsylvania

SERS State Police/Hazardous Duty) to fastest turnover pattern by 10 years of service (Louisiana SERS
Corrections/Hazardous Group).

FIGURE D1. NATIONAL AVERAGE TURNOVER PATTERN FOR PUBLIC PENSION PLANS 

Depending on the state, occupation, and retirement plan, a 25-year-old hired today will have an 20% to 86% chance of leaving 
their job for something else within 10 years of service. For teachers, most fall within a range of 40% to 60% chance of leaving 
before reaching a decade. And the median expected turnover rate at 10 years of service for all occupations in all states is 
44.8%. That is a large number of entrants into the public sector work force for which measurement of how well the 
retirement plan is working for them is going to be important on their own terms. 
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Turnover patterns typically level off somewhere after 10 years of service and gradually decline until a retirement plan’s 
normal retirement eligibility age. At that point, typically between ages 55 and 65 or around 30 years of service, there is a 
sharp decline in turnover as most individuals still in the retirement plan will leave when they first can start drawing 
retirement income.  

For the median retirement plan (all states, all occupations) about a quarter of individuals who make it to 10 years of service 
44.8%) will leave by 20 years of service (a median expected retention of 33.5%). This attrition may be entirely normal for a 
large population of workers or be a considered a retention problem, depending on the perspective retirement policy experts 
want to take. For the purposes of the RSR we don’t make any value judgment on this, but simply draw from these patterns 
reasonable places to break public workers into three groups.  

There is also variance in turnover pattern by occupation, as we’ve already noted above. This is driven both by the nature of 
certain kinds of public sector work (ex. turnover state legislative staff is frequently much higher than for municipal 
employees) and the benefit provisions of a given plan design (ex. public safety plans typically have earlier retirement 
eligibility ages than public school teacher plans). Figure D2 shows the average turnover pattern for three occupation 
categories to demonstrate how some of the variance in these patterns works:  

• the dark blue line shows the average turnover pattern for public school teachers (either from plans covering only
teachers or plans covering teachers plus public school workers);

• the light blue line shows the average turnover pattern for police and firefighter plans;
• the mint green line shows the average turnover pattern for municipal employee plans;

FIGURE D2. NATIONAL AVERAGE TURNOVER PATTERN BY OCCUPATION TYPE 
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Appendix E. Retirement Plans in the RSR 

Please visit equable.org/RSR_data to see a complete list of plans in our data set, including information about the parent 
system, plan type, occupations covered, Retirement Benefits Scores for all three worker types at both starting ages, and Plan 
Sustainability Score. 
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